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AREA CODE 2OI

6 2 2 ~ 4 4 4 4 MCCARTER & ENGLISH
C O U N S E L L O R S AT LAW

55O BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.

January 18, 1972

Re. Allan-Deane Corporation
v. Bedminster TownshiD

Kabot, Battaglia & Hammer
24 Commerce Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Att. Mr. Irving Sabor

Dear Sirs:

I have perused the transcript of the depositions of
Charles K. Agle and Faul F. Gavin, taken on December 14, 1971
(your Invoice No. 34747). Would you please make the following
corrections:

Pg. 38, line 22 — "agua first" should read
"acquafers".

Pg. 39, line 1 — the first word should be "Strip"
rather than "Script".

Pg. 40, line 12 — "Rezoning of Supply Property"
should read "rezoning of Scliley property".

Pg. 101, line 15 — "national" should read "natural".

Very truly yours,

Nicholas Conover Encrlish4

NCE:hk

cc: William W. Lanigan, Esq.
Edward D. Bowlby, Esq.
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DEPOSITIONS UPOQf
ORAL EXAMINATION

OP
CHARLES K. AGLE
PAUL P. GAVIN

THE ALMKQDEANE CORPORATION,
a Delaware corporation qual-
ified t0 do business in the
State of New Jersey,

Plaintiff,

vs

THE TOWNSHIP OF BEDMINSTER,
a municipal corporation of
the State of New Jersey, and
THE TOWNSHIP OP BEDMINSTER
PLANNING B6MD,

Defendants,,

TRANSCRIPT of the depositions of Charles

Paul P. Gavin, witnesses, called for Oral

plaintiff in the above-entitled action, said depositions being

taken pursuant to Rules governing Civil Practice in the Courts

of New Jersey by and before IRVING SABOR, a Notary Public anjd

Certified Shorthand Reporter of the State of New Jersey, at

the office of William W. Lanigan, Esq., 59 South Finley Avenue,

Basking Ridge, New Jersey, on Tuesday, December 14, 1971*

commencing at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon.

Appearances:

WILLIAM W. LANIGAN, ESQ.,
Attorney for Plaintiffo

EDWARD D. BOWLBY, SSQ*, and
MC CARTER & ENGLISH, SSQS.,
By NICHOLAS CONOVER ENGLISH, ESQ.,
Attorneys for Defendants,,
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C H A R L E S K. A G L E , h a v i n g been d u l y sworn

according to law by the Officer, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR, LANIGAN:

Q Mr. Agle, will you state your full name and business

address and home address for the benefit of the record.

A My name is Charles K. Agle, A-g-l-e. My business addre

is 10 Nassau Street in Princeton, New Jersey. My home address

is 247 Elm Road in Princeton.

Q Have you at my request brought with you or previou

furnished certain material with respect to the

of Bedminster Township dated March 1965 and the

zoning amendments with which you are familiar following such

date? A I understand that all the material pertaining

to the Master Plan has already been furnished to you by

counsel.

I hand you herewith additional copies of things that hate

happened since that time which I presEnted to the Bedminste:

P̂lanning, Board.

* " Q f In respect of the Master Plan revision which occurred

sometime during the period June or July of 1971> is that

matter contained in this recent submittal?

A That matter is contained in that submittal* There were

numerous visits to Bedminster and verbal conversations of

which no records were made.
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Agle-direct 3

I also raised a question that I did not bring this morning

the numerous candid aerial photographs that I have, that

these can be supplied, but as I have explained, I rent a

little airplane and go around and study the land from the

air and through colored slides and these have gone on for

quite a time.

Q Did you bring any maps or any diagrams, schematic

or otherwise, which were referred to in the appendix of the

Master Plan and referred to in some of the data which was

previously submitted? A There are various .work , h

sketches which are available* May I speak off tll#''im$it&

for a minute?

MR, LANIGAN: Sure.

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. LANIGANs Let's go back on the record.

Q Will you refer to a copy of the Master Plan, if you

will, item Roman XI appendix and indicate to me whether or

not this material set forth as an appendix has been submitted

It i%rSis my understanding that this has been submitted by

21

22

23

24

25

Q Other than the aerial photographs.

A That is right.

Q What about the minutes of the subcomittees?

A One minute of the subcommittee and various longhand not^s

which I have made are submitted herewith in the supplementa
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volume o

Q That is, as of today. A Yes.

Q We have previously received from the secretary of

the Planning Board the minutes of the Planning Board.

A So I understand.

Q Mr. Agle, are you presently engaged by the township?

A I am.

Q In what capacity? A As planning consultant

Q Are you the planning consultant in connection with

this litigation? A I amo

Q How long have you been so employed in

as a planning consultant for the township?

A Since 1962.

Q Continuously since then? A Continuously

since then or on a matter of on call when needed during som<s

of these years.

Q Perhaps we can save some time in the record. Do

you have any sort of a synopsis of your educational backgroijind

i qualifications?

; - MR. ENGLISH: I have it right here.

Q Counsel has handed me one which will be quite

satisfactory and I need not go into your qualifications.

Thank you. A Right,

Q In your role as a planning consultant> did you

participate in the formulation of the Master Plan dated

" r *•'. /
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A I did.

Q In the amendments to the zoning ordinances which

succeeded such Master Plan? A I did.

Q Did you participate also in the proposed revision

to the Master Plan which was introduced by the township in

June of 1971? A I dido

Q Do you have a copy of that submittal or that

proposal? A I believe that is in the material which

I handed you a few minutes ago.

Q I don't seem to be able to find that.

A It is in the form of a memorandum from the

• - - . . •

the subcommittee, Mr« Paul Gavin, to the Bedminŝ fe!

Board dated 14 June 71•

Q Does this constitute the Master Flan revision

proposal? A That is right.

Q That is the official proposal, A I don't

have a copy of the published proposal. As far as I know,

this was the official recommendation from the subcommittee

toy tim"fanning committee which then was given to the

tscjwhsfeip attorney for the drafting of the official proposal,

Q I note to you that we could not find any evidence

in the planning board minutes of an official proposal other

than one had been evidently authorized.

Do you know of the existence of one or whether one was

formally published in the paper? A I presume it was
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Agle-direct 6

published in the paper. I donft have a copy of it.

J^lMFforta, other than attendance at the public hearing.

endedifith this memorandum which I helped draft for Mr. Gav^n.

It then became Mr. Bowlby's responsibility to work out the

rest of it, as I recall.

ME* LANIGAN: Off the record,

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. LANIGAN: In consultation with the

township attorney who is present here at the

deposition* he indicates that a formal proposal was

in fact drafted and published and he has

that he will furnish me with a copy.

I note for the record that there is no existence

of this in the planning board minutes and at the

previous deposition the chairman of the planning

board did not have a copy. It is represented that

there was no map made in connection with this

revision.

^^••^•'•'CM MR. BOWLBY: I might say that this was formally

Jfê r\ji'>$-: j&cted upon by the planning board in my personal

recollection, although I don't know why the minutes

would be deficient in that regard.

The proposal was drawn by me and inserted in

the paper by me and resulted in a rather large

audience at the public hearing9 so I
fm sure it
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Agle-direct 7

no secret and so far as I know, I don't know why

<: the chairman would not have a copy, but I would

not think it would be necessary, but there were

copies all over the county at that time.

MR, 1ANIGAN: Thank you.

Q Mr. Agle, what is the present status of that revision'

A It is held in abeyance for various reasons, none of whiqh

I am quite sure are positive«

Perhaps the counsel could give you more advice as to whaft

the status is.

The public hearing has been held. No action
? - - # _<• -*•

taken by the planning board on passing the amendment" W the

Master Plan.

Q You know of no reasons personally why action has

not been taken. A No,

Q Are there any pending ordinances other than this

proposed revision to the Master Plan now in existence in

the township that you know of? A Not that I know of.

Q With respect to zoning. A Not that I know cjf

Q Have you been authorized to do any revisions to the

zoning ordinance as of this date? A No.

Q Mr. Agle, I show you a copy of a portion of the

pleadings in this case which is the amended answer of the

Township of Bedminster and the Township of Bedminster Planning

Board. Have you any familiarity with that document?
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1 A Without comparing it page by page, I have a copy which

2 I believe corresponds to this.

3 Q I can represent to you that that is a true copy,

4 ; a photostat of the amended answer filed by the defendants.
lj

5 jj A Yes, I have a copy*
i,

6 Q Did you participate in any way in the formulation

7 of that answer? A No, I did not.

8 ;j Q Did you see the answer prior to the time that it
ii

I!

9 j was filed? A No,

10 i| Q Do you have any personal knowledge as to who did

n jj participate in the formulation of that answer? . "'

12 !; A Only by hearsay, that i s 5 the township counefel and

13 | co-counsel prepared it,

Q As far as you know, neither the chairman of the

15 planning board nor the mayor participated in the formulatior
16 • of the answer. A Not to my knowledge,

'i

17 Q Looking at that amended answer, Mr. Agle, going to

28 i page 7 thereof, do you have an opinion as to what remedies,

administrative remedies, the plaintiffs have failed to

20 pxh^ust I n this matter? A In order to answer your

21 : question intelligently, I ought to have a copy of the complaint

22 because this refers to various --

23 Q I show you a copy of the complaint„
24 A And on page 7 a the First, Second, Third and so on defensjes
25 to various counts, can you give me a further clue?
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Q Yes, I can. Referring to paragraph 25 of the

complaint, will you look at paragraph 25.

A Yes/

Q With respect to that paragraph, you will note that

the plaintiffs allege no duty to pursue the remedy for the

board of adjustment. Is that correct?

A Yes, I note that.

Q Having that paragraph in mind, do you have an

opinion as to what administrative remedies the plaintiffs

have failed to exhaust as set forth in the Third Defense to

all counts of the answer?

MR. ENGLISH: I object to the quejftioj

the ground that it calls for an answer involving

a matter of law, legal procedure, which is I submil

not within the professional competence of this

witness.

MR. LANIGANs He may very well say Just thatj

but I think the witness should be permitted to

answer, if he can.

v Perhaps he has no opinion and then counsel's

objection will be exactly the way Mr. Agle will

have stated it, but until that point I think he

should be permitted to answer the question.

MR. ENGLISH: Answer the question.

A It is my understanding as a professional planner that id
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anyone wants to amend a zoning ordinance, that they first

the people who control the zoning ordinance, that

tHfc. $&verning body.

The procedure then for the governing body is to refer

the matter to the planning board for recommendation. A

recommendation might be made in one form or another from the

planning board back to the governing body* This is one

channel«

The other channel is an appeal to the Board of Ad#U8tmen|fc

fbr a use variance under Subsection (d) according to the

statute^ so that here we have a circumstance in

conversations were open with the planning board in

the other two proper channels of appeal I believe.

This would be my lay presumption on it and the failure

of the planning board to act on this matter I donft think

abrogates the power either of the governing body to hear an

appeal or the Board of Adjustment to hear an appeal. This,

however, I caution you is my lay illegal opinion.

i.s the township planner, however.

planner, yes.

'• Agle, you are aware, are you not, that a request

was made to the governing body similar to the request made

to the planning board? A I was not entirely aware of

it, no. If this is in a letter which you addressed to the

governing body, I presume it was the same as addressed to th
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planning board and I have read that letter.

Q It was And-the answer indicates acknowledging the

receipt pf that by the township committee. Do you know of

any action which has taken place with respect to such letter!?

A No.

Q Mr* Agle3 then is it safe to say that, assuming a

request has been made to the planning board and the township

committee and you know of no action which has been taken

with respect to such request, that the only remedy is the

remedy that you have suggested as a variance?

A If I were a lawyer, this is what I would su

cliento

Q Thank you. Do you know of any reason why there has

been no action taken by the planning board or the township

committee with respect to the plaintiff's request?

A There has been considerable discussion but no formulatlojti

of any reasons.

Q Do you know of any correspondence with the plaintiff

with respect to such request? A No.

Q Do you know of any contact with the plaintiff with

respect to such request other than correspondence?

A Only the contact in the meetings in which I have been

present.

Q What meetings are those? A Various members

of the planning board and in which the counsel for the
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applicant at that time, an applicant and not a plaintiff,

appeared to present various tentative proposals for a chang

in land"use.

$ That is prior to May 24, 1971. A Without

referring to my calendar and everything, presumably, yes.

Q That is the date of the plaintiff's letter to the

planning board0 There were no meetings with the plaintiff

subsequent to such date, were there, or plaintiff's

representatives? A Not that I recall without

referring to my calendar,

Q Do you know of any other contact with tllî jjl̂ Stttlf:

or the plaintifffs representatives subsequent to

of the request on May 24, 1971? A Other than counsel

22

23

24

25

representation with respect to the present litigation, no.

Q Thank you, Mr« Agle, &s: the township planner, do

you have an opinion as to the request made by the plaintiff

in its letter of May 24, 1971? A Yes. I reviewed the;

material that you submitted and have been present at the

meetings.

-'"* &•* *LWhat were your conclusions with respect to such

re€ti*efcti& A I think an intensification of the land

use in an area not appropriate for such action,

Q IntensifiGation in what way? A In the mattelr

of having a large generator of employment and of traffic

in the form of offices, research laboratories and whatnot,
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a convention center, a scattering of town houses and a few

i&agf$iSlSmily residences, but the matter which would make

iple change in the intensity land use ought to be

at

the generators of employment, that is, the research offices,

laboratories, administrative offices or whatever might develop

Q Do you feel that way in general or with specific

reference to this particular piece of property?

A In general with respect to the Somerset Hills area.

Q How about with respect to this particular piece of

property? A Including this particular piece of propejrtj

Q You mentioned something besides intensi"

was that other comment which you made with res]

plaintiff's request? A May I review the record?

Q Yes. Mr. Agle, why is the area not appropriate?

A It does not have the facility to support such use in the

way of roads, sewer, water, schools, utilities and it does

not have within easy transportation distance a housing supply

either in existence or in prospect to serve the people who

employed in this area.

it there is neither an adjacent working public or

facilities for the working public that might be employed in

such an enterprise, nor with respect to the location of the

area on the map with the topography west of Bedminster and

with the Bedminster area center, such pyogpect you have of

such intense urban development which this area might be a
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respect to this particular piece of land, are

that the plaintiff has indicated that it will sewejr

the tract? A It was stated verbally, yes*

Q In its request of May 24, 1971* A Yes*

Q Is your opinion the same then if the tract is going

to be sewered? A As far as an overall plan for the

area, including this tract, is concerned, I'm not sure that

this is an area which should be equipped with a full range

of «rban facilities.

Q I am not sure I understand that* What

by equipped with a full range of urban facilitii

A Sewers, water, intense housing development and everythir

else involved*

Q Are you saying that the Pluckemin area should not

be sewered? A The Pluckemin center has certain

limited problems at the present time* These are minor

problems which have come down through the inheritance from

do not justify a major utility enterprise to

le entire character of the community*

Q Are you aware that an outside consultant and the

board of health have indicated that a sewering in Pluckemin

is desirable? A I have heard so* Aesewering of

Pluckemin, I reiterate, does not imply that this means the

sewering of the entire area for intense use*
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Agle-direct 15

Q This land is in the Pluckemin area, is it not?

A --Ifthftid* yes*

i/: '
%^3 tThe so-called back village area.

A All right, let's call it the back village area adjacent

to Pluckemin.

Q Is that a good phrase for it? A Sure, fine.

Q It is your phrase, isn't it? Back village

I don!t know. It's an intelligible phrase as far as I am

concernedo

Q What are the other utilities which you don't think

this area should have other than sewers?

A We have sewers, water, extensive fire and

protection, extensive road maintenance, all of the ingredients

that go in with a full range of municipal services such as

we would find in the center of a larger fully developed urba|n

area.

Here we have an area that is appropriate for sparse

population and as we propose a sparse population to a heavy

ftion of people, the matter of need for commiiuiity

becomes intensified.

Let's take the roads which you spoke of. This

property, the plaintiff's property, is located on State

Highway 202-206, is it not? A Part of it has frontag|e

on it, yes.

Q Is there any special traffic problem created for an
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office-research facility coming out onto 202-206?

ily. Any intense use on any rodd, whether it's

Lghway or anything else, creates a major traffic

problem at that intersection and the load of traffic has a

considerable affect on all the lands up and down the line,

whether it's a state road, whether it's a county road or

whether it!s a municipal road*

Q Is there any way to alleviate this?

A Keep the population sparse.

Q Is there any other way in terms of construction of

new roads? A Certainly, You can constr

highway with acceleration and deceleration lanei

and all the necessary equipment found necessary in more

Intense use*

Q How about a road which would act as a bypass, is

that a probability? A A road which would act as a

bypass could be constructed, if justified, but this again

would change the character of the area.

-You recommended such a road, did you not?

What has happened with respect to that recommendation

A The recommendation has been changed because the conditions

have changed in the intervening time.

Q What conditions? A The minor improvement an|3

development of the immediate center of the Pluckemin area.
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In other words, the construction of the A & P super market,

>re$jtig&litation of the store across from i t have necessitate

coE^itiuation of Main Street in Plucfcemin as a street

through a community rather than abandoning i t for any inten*

use at a l l .

Q Your proposed bypass would not have in any way

abandoned the Main Street of Pluckemin, would it?

A It could have kept through traffic off the Main Street.

Q Now you feel it is not necessary to keep the through

traffic off Main Street. A I think it would persuade

the st*te highway to relocate State Highway 202-

an additional use put on the Main Street in Plu<

Q For the time being at least, you would not recommerfd

a bypass to alleviate any possible additional traffic flow

through the Main Street of Pluckemin.

A £ think my recommendation was realistic at the time I

made it in the Master Plan in 1965» I no longer think it

is realistic because of intervening developments in

, '•$£>£/ The addition of the A & P. A That!s right.

Q Anything else? A The rehabilitation of the

store across the street from the A & P, the other discussioiks

of the development of the southwest corner of the intersect:

of Washington Valley Roado

Q What is that? A An oil station that has

on
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been applied for.

len? A Sometime during the last year. I

when preliminary conversations first took place

on it.

Q Is that going to become a reality?

A I believe — I don't know, what action has been taken by

the township committee on the recommendation of the board

of adjustment and the review of the planning board.

Q In your thinking, the necessity for the bypass is

eliminated by the presence of this new facility

going to be on that corner. A By the coi

the facilities, includingtto the north a state d

itself of the maintenance facility, the highway maintenance

facility.

Q What is the nature of that facility, Mr. Agle?

A I haven't examined the equipment, but presumably this is

where they will have trucks carrying salt, where they will

have snow plows, maintenance equipment, piles of material

enclosed buildings and so on.

one which faces principally on 287 and is partial}

shielded, we hope, with landscaping from 206 which is the

main street in Pluckemin.

However, with the state facility, I believe it is

unrealistic at this time to hope for a rerouting of 206 int

another location.
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Q That facility actually fronts on 202-206, does it rrot1

its entrance on 202-206 north of the villa part of

Q It has a heliport, does it not?

A I have not seen the. heliport, but I have heard that ther|e

is supposed to be one there.

Q Do you know if there is any facilities for the

helicopters to be stored there? A No, I doruot.

Q Do you know where they are presently being stored?

A No. °

Q Do you have any knowledge of what the

going to be with respect to this transportation

A We reviewed a plan which was submitted to the planning

board and to the township committee as a matter of courtesy

by the state.

Q When was that submitted? A . It may have been

two years ago*

Q Wfeffl1thitawhile Mr. Gavin was on the planning board?

;e sure, yes.

So that he would probably have some familiarity witjh

.lity. A I believe so.

At that time, what was the attitude of the planningQ

Helplessboard with respect to this facility? A

regret.

Q What if anything did the planning board do about
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the installation of this facility? A It inquired if

there is anything to prevent its construction.

A Because of the fact that although

the Village of Pluckemin is a type use which

the planning board did not consider appropriateifor a

community.

Q In what respect? A Intensification of the

use, the amount of trucking which would be involved, the

possibility of noise, the matter of appearance which some

considered unattractive and the fact that Pluckemin is an

historic area, it has the character of a small

well,.similar to certain parts of Basking Ridge

people in Bedminster were anxious to preserve tnl

Q Do you suppose it would have an effect on surrounding

properties? A It woulid̂ have some effect on surrounding

properties, fortunately, not too much in its location because

it Is trapped between 206 and 287 in the northern extent of

the village.

It is of a limited area remote from the caster of the

td for access to 287 is quite close to the inter-

jfeich exists between 206 and 287,

Q Of what advantage is that? A The trucks get

on to the major highway without going through the village.

Q So that that is an advantage to the state highway,

department, is it? A It also mitigates damage to the
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surrounding property,

f ~ •?%'; * JJs the access fairly close to the state highways

at thtfl? $oint? A It is a matter of, oh, a few hundred

yards. There is an intervening area which I believe has been

purchased by the state for park purposes between the entranc|e

on the west side of 206»

Q Is it quite easy to get onto the major highways frojm

that transportation facility? A The major Highway

287 and it is easy to get on 287 northbound at that point.

Southbound requires somewhat longer travel,

Q But it is still probable and still posi

on it, A Yes, In the discussions we urged

get on 287 directly without using local roads, but this was

not realized in the design.

MR, ENGLISH: Do I correctly assume that in

your last few questions you have been discussing

access onto the highways from the state highway

facility as distinguished from —

MR, LANIGAN: The transportation facility, ye|s

MR, ENGLISH: Thank you.

Q Prom the transportation facility they also have

access to Route 78 as well, do they not?

A Poor access to 287 or to 78 in my judgment because of

the fact that the access to 287 at that point is some distanlce

north, maybe a mile or two miles, I havenft measured it, away
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from 78.

ft ,• j|3ut none the less, that was one of the business

reason*A1fiat the facility was selected for that site.

A It could be. I didnft discuss the reasons for it.

Q Did you as a planning board file any objections to

this? A Verbally at the time it was presented, but

it was our understanding that we had no right to object and

it would be helpless, so I am not aware of any letters to

the governor or the state highway department because of that

Q Do you feel that the residential use is suitable

adjacent to this facility? A There is

use immediately facing it. There is 206 in

considerable screening between the facility and 206 and

screening on the other side of 206.

I think that it is compatible across the way. In other

words, where we have a use of this sort, why, there has been

other land use elsewhere. We can't sterilize the whole

countryside.

-#-> * Q -,\What is the nature in front of the transportation

ti4'Ĵ &CjLllt9
r right now? A At the present time there isnf|t

much that I observed on the plans. There is landscape

screening which may be put in place later.

Q The screening on the other side is what, scrubbed

cedar? A As I recall, it is landscaping of some sort

I don!t know precisely what it is.
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Q Wild or cultivated? A

as I recall.

/̂ .'"Qv* U£o you know what density it is? A

it is quite dense.

Q Do you think it is suitable for a five-acre

residential development immediately across the street from

this facility? A Yes, I do.

Q Why? A Because on a large lot you can place

the house and supply ample screening. You can supply better

screening on a larger lot than you can on a smaller lot.

Q At greater expense. A At grea

On a small lot, for equivalent protection, you

to use more expensive type of screening, such as one piece

of property in Princeton constructed of berm in order to

protect itself from any noise on 206, and so that any small

lot development across from an objectionable use would have

to use still more stringent means of protection than a large

lot.

Yet the property directly across the street is not

i-acre, is it, Mr. Agle? Would you like to consult
v •" y*

the zoning map? A Yes, let's take a look at the map.

It is close to the boundary between R-5 and the old R-l.

Q You say old R-l. It is still R-l, is it not?

A That is correct. It has not been changed.

Q Directly across the street from the transportation
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facility. A Yes. The zoning an antedates the invasion

by tte,,fJate and has not been changed.

, Q r:v Is it going to be your recommendation to upgrade ttjat

to five acres zoning? A That has not come up for

discussion recently in the Master Plan, as I recall, but

we better refer to it again. I believe my recommendation wa|s

at that time two-acre zoning.

Q Two acres. A That's right.

Q Based on what you have Just told me, is it going to

be your recommendation to upgrade that from one acre to five

or six or to leave it as is? A I have n<

for any recommendation on the matter.

Q As a planner, what is your recommendation?

A If I studied the matter in detail at the present time anld

were asked to examine the matter, I would reexamine it and it

is entirely possible that I would recommend the upgrading in

that area because of the fact that I have despaired of the

realistic hope of relocating Main Street and since there is

., of relocating Main Street into the bypass as I can

wn on the Master Plan, I then would very likely

redomiirend the upgrading to five acres of the land tighter in

around the Village of Pluckemin,,

Q To be permitted to be landscaped more properly so

that it would be screened from the transportation facility.

A There is no dividing, no line, a fringe of existing use
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up and down Main Street in Pluckemin and then five acres

t>£hindy which would be consistent with the way the major area

beb&ng^t&e Village of Pluckemin is already indicated and

zoned for five acres.

Q You postulated that the five acre lot across the

street from the transportation facility would permit suitable

landscaping. Can you do it on one acre?

A At greater expense, yes.

Q What is the effect of a helicopter flying down over

a house at that point to go onto the helipad which is at thi|s

facility? A It is undesirable noise.

Q Is there any way to alleviate that?

A Not that technology has developed yet.

Q Is there a suitable place for a residential dwelling?

A In answer to an earlier question, I said Just because

there is an unavoidable invasion is no reason for sterilizing

the entire countryside. It would be no reason to intensify

the use for more people who would be damaged by the noise

X *

Q . Is this a proper place for residential dwelling in

view of such facts? A Yes. In view of such facts

that here is an isolated public use that the township could

not avoid, there is still the possibility of this being a

suitable area or desirable area since the frequency of the

helicopter noise presumably would not be great. It will be
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an occasional annoyance.

Q How do you know that it will be occasional?

A, Well, it so happens I also fly and this is a service

helicopter area. Presumably it will not be used for

commercial purposes, for commutation or anything of that

sort. I don't know the frequency. I presume that it will

be infrequent.

Q It could be frequent then. A If this turned

out to be a commuting place for state bureaucrats to come to

conventions, yes.

Q Mr. Agle, with respect to the transpor

facility, what are the uses immediately adjacent

the south? A Vacant land. There are some residences

and there is a filling station and a tavern.

Q They are directly across from the plaintiff's

property, are they not? A Somewhere in there, yes.

Q So that in front of the plaintiff's property across

Route 206 we have a tavern, a filling station and the

fefa^#3|^|^ation facility. A They are in that same

general ,^rea, yes.

Q Are these uses, some fifty or seventy-five feet

away, compatible with residential dwellings?

A In the present scale, yes.

Q I don't understand that answer* What do you mean

the present scale? A If they were enormous and the
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tavern got to be as large as, say, the Far Hills Inn, then

the traffic generated by the tavern would do greater damage

Vthan the traffic generated by the present small village sizejd

tavern•

It is a matter of degree rather than principle and to

have a place where you can drop in for a beer on a small lot

in a small building, in a place that has the character of a

village inn is not all that bad,

Q That is with respect to traffic.

A And the character of the community. It's s

other words, when I say small scale, I mean

the area of Pluckemin is made up, alas, with the exception

of the A & P, of small scale uses and this is part of the

historic character.

Q Is there any way to separate this Pluckemin area ir

its small scale use from the property immediately adjacent

to it on the east?

MR. BOWLBY: You mean the Allan-Deane propertiy?

MR. LANIGAN: I mean the plaintiff's property

•3b

y e B

A The only feasible way of doing this would be to have a

major street at some distance east of the main street leadirjg

to the intersection of 287 with intense landscaping in betwden,

Q You now recommend against that*

A I think it is unrealistic to have a four-lane highway
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and an extension of 206 in that location because of the

commitments made by the state and the other minor commitments

made by the owners of the property at the crossroads in the

Pluckemin area*

Q On another subject, Mr. Agle, the Answer speaks in

terms of a discussion of other towns, other municipalities

and other zoning in those municipalities.

Do you have any familiarity with the zoning in the adjacjeni

municipalities? A I have not studied it recently. 3

have studied the zoning maps of all the adjacent communities

at one time or another, but this has changed un

the last ten years since I studied the original Master Plan

which is sort of the background for the present zoning.

A At that timeQ You studied it at that time.

I did.

Q You havenft studied it since. A In detail,

I have not kept up with all the amendments in the adjacent

communities.

Q, With respect to the township, are you aware of the

existence of any historical commission? A I have had

no contact with any historical commission in Bedminster.

Q You speak of historical significance, do you not?

A Various reports were submitted to the Planning Board by

people knowledgeable about the history of Pluckemin at

different times and this generated the provision which was
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written in the zoning ordinance referring to the desire of

the township to preserve that character of the community.

Q Do you have any copies of those reports?

A I have not seen any in my files. This is from my

recollection of discussions in the planning board and with I
i

the township committee and as represented by people from

Pluckemin in conversation both at those hearings and at other
I

times e !

Q So that with respect to the historical significance

you have never seen anything in writing as to this significance

A I have seen maps showing Washington's camp

Q Have you ever seen Washingtonfs camp gr<

A I have looked at the open area. It must be there some-

where .

Q You have never seen it though* A I have seeln

the area on which Washington's camp is supposed to have been

Yes, I have seen it*

Q You have never seen it* A I was not there

a-t the time.
• " • ? ' ' " -. •• •- •'. • • '

Q _ I am saying, Mr* Agle, that you looked at the land

and they have told you or someone told you that was Washington

camp ground and you believed it, did you not?

A That's right*

Q Have you ever seen anything to indicate that there

was a camp ground there? A No.
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Q Thank you. With respect to the ecology, do you

know wfcat ecology is? A I think I understand it as

well as. anybody else.

Q What does ecology mean? A Ecology is the

interrelation between living beings and the physical

environments surrounding them.

Q Is there a commission in the township which concern|s

itself with ecology that you know of? A Not in the

township alone. However, this comes within the general

purview I believe of the Upper Raritan Water Shed Associatioji.

Q Specifically with reference to the planning *

to what extent has it concerned itself with eco:

A It is concerned with the change in ecology which is a

major change in the balance of the natural environment with

relation to the intensification of urban development in the

area where it is necessary to have large sewage treatment

plants, where it is necessary to have public water supply,

where it is necessary to upset or change the balance of

a/iimals, including human beings, and the land on which they

21
ii
i!

22

23

24

2 5 ii

M;r Q,. . * Thank you. In the Answer to the plaintiff fs complaint

there is the phrase "the maintenance of sound ecological

systems." Do you know what that means? A I can tell

you what I think it means and what I urge.

Q Yes. A To put it in a nutshell, since we
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cannot support all the population of the United States in

the State of New Jersey, I think it is highly important that

we keep our water home,

Q I don't understand that, our water home.

A Return it to the soil where: it can be purified and

recycled for consumption of people living on the soil.

In other words, if we intensify our areas to such extent

that we no longer get pure water out of the natural water

table supply, this means that all the water that falls on

the State of New Jersey will end up in the Atlantic 0&ean,

Q Let's go now to the plaintiff's properw» > ,V

MR, ENGLISH: Have you finished your answer?

THE WITNESS: This is a nutshell affair. You

change the natural fertilization of the soil. You

change the animal life that fertilization has the

responsibility for the restoration of the area.

You change the pollution of the air because of

the fact that we bring a great many vehicles into

an area that did not have the vehicles before and

so on down the line.

This is a very brief outline of the ecological

concern of the people in Bedminster as to try to

keep the air pure, the ground water fit to drink,

the destruction of the land to a minimum and so on.

Q With respect to the water that you have talked abou
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and the water being put back in the ground, will this

become all ecological problem if city water is going to be

supplied to a particular tract? A Any intensificatio

of this very much becomes a problem because the water has to

come in somewhere and New York has already been borrowing it

from Delaware, and on. the west coast they are talking about

piping the Columbia River as far south as Los Angeles, and

so personally I take a dim view of the sanguine of assumptio

that we can supply city water everywhere we wento

Q With respect to plaintiff's property, y@u

are you not, that the plaintiff has postulated that

supply city water to the tract and will not use any of the

ground water? You are aware of that, are you not?

A I presume you would have to becauseuyou could not get

enough water out of the ground- there to take care of the

intense use you propose•

Q If city water is going to be supplied, is there

any ecological problem with respect to water on plaintiff's

tract?;V A This is an element of intense use which

is counter to what the overall planning of the area would be

the best use of the land.

Q Perhaps I didn't make my question clear. With

respect to plaintiff's property, if city water is going to

be supplied, is there any ecological problem with respect

to water on our particular property? A On your
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particular property, probably not.

Q With respect to the conservation of natural

resources, are there natusal resources on the plaintiff's

property that you are aware of that should be conserved?

A The most conspicuous natural resource is very steep

hillside over which I scrambled twice in years gone by.

Q It is your recommendation that that natural resource

should be preserved. A Yes.

Q You are aware, are you not, that in the plaintiff's

request to both planning board and the township committee it
t,

too postulated that that area should be conserve^ *

A Yes* In this: respect the plaintiff's proposal is

consistent with the earlier thinking of the planning board.

Q Thank you« With respect to the rest of the tract,

is there any natural resource which you know of offhand which

should be conserved? A In the way of a mineral or

water source or anything of that character, no« However,

with the intangible matter of the character of the countryside_

th# character of the community and so on, since this is

dependent upon the preservation of natural resources of rura!.

character, it is the present thinking of the planning board,

its consultant, or let me say of the planning board!s

consultant that this natural resource of rural character

should be preserved,

Q That is a natural resource that you are talking aboikt,
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-"'•' Q, JIn the Seventh Defense in the Answer to the plaintiff'

complaint, would you look at that. A Yes.

Q Will you go to the Ninth Defense, paragraph 2. Do

you know what the social interests are that were described

in paragraph 2 of the Seventh Defense that I just asked you

to look at?

MR« ENGLISH: May I object to the question

because paragraph 2 of the Ninth Defense japec

refers to paragraph 2 of tJhe Seventh Defe:

paragraph 2 of the Eighth Defense as defining the

social interests which are referred to therein.

MR, LANIGAN: That is correct, counsel, and

my question is, would you tell me what the social

interests are referred to in paragraph 2 of the

Seventh Defense.

MR. BOWLBY: You are asking for a construetioi

Paragraph 2 of the Seventh Defense?

MR« LANIGAN: I merely want to know what the

social Interests are referred to, if he knows. Of

course if he doesn't know, he can say so,

MR. ENGLISH: I suggest that the question is

unfair. The obvious answer is to read paragraph 2

of the Seventh Defense and paragraph 2 of the Eighth
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Defense. If counsel can't read that —
V g . u - - . • » , ; ' •

•• • ' "i

MR. LANIGAN: If it were so obvious, counsel

would not have had to make a motion for a more

definite statement and would not have listened to

counsel for the defendants tell counsel for the

plaintiff that this could be achieved through

discovery.

We are now at discovery and I am deposing the

planning consultant. I donTt know what the social

interests are and my question to this

consultant is, does he know what they

MR* ENGLISH: The witness has already Stated

that he had nothing to do with the preparation of

the amended answer. I think plaintiff's attorney

will agree that discovery includes a lot more things

than the deposition of the planning consultant or,

in deed, oral depositions and I repeat that if

plaintiff's attorney cannot read the English Iangu4ge

.*••_". that is no excuse for asking worthless questions

. •«•' -.* MR. LANIGAN: I am perfectly able to determine

the weight and merit as to the question as to whether

it is worthless or not. I would like the question

answered<

MR. BOWLBY: I wonder if you can repeat it oi*

rephrase it so that I am sure what the question is
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Q Mr, Agle, I will repeat the question. I asked you

to look at paragraph 2 of the Seventh Defense and keep that

in your mind.

I then asked you to look at the Ninth Defense where it

refers to a social interest described in paragraph 2 of the

Seventh Defense.

Can you tell me now what the social interest is that is

being described? Do you know what a social interest is?

A Yes, I have a very good understanding, at least I know.

Q Perhaps you can explain to me what

particularly with reference to paragraph 2 of

Defense of the defendants1 answer. A I apologize for

practicing law and making a reference to a statute. However,

some of these are spelled out in detail in the category in

the preamble of zoning powers and to the Master Plan statute

The prevention of overcrowding of land is one of the

powers which is granted to a municipality.

Q Mr. Agle — A The matter I am getting to is

the matter of social interest.

Q *, • Paragraph 2 of the Seventh Defense.

A Thatfs right• In other words, you asked for an expansion

of what I think this means or what social interest is*

Q Yes, A In other words, a social interest

is the prevention of unlivable conditions and I don't mean

to digress, but I have done consultant work and have tried tb
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rehabilitate old law tenements in the City of New York and

W ©an leave open the matter of social interests and the

matter of what language you speak or whether you want to play

bridge or want to play pinochle or something else

But where we have population which is inappropriately den|s<

this is an active evil in the lives of those people, so that

the matter of having some means of regulating the extent to

8 j| which land is crowded is in the statute and lacking either a

county plan or state plan with teeth, this has been delegated

to the municipality and I think it is the statute

be subject to attack rather than the municipal! t$ffj

particular paragraph,

Q With specific reference to this paragraph, what is

that social interest? A With respect to regional, thjjs

area is not appropriate for intense development,

Q And the overcrowding of the land with people?

17 i A In other words, it is not a part of the map of the state

}* t with respect to the land use in the area, or where more interse
, y * •

"use"is appropriate for this intensive use of land.

Q'1 ' So that paragraph 2 of the Seventh Defense refers tc

21 ; overcrowding. A This is one of the ingredients of
22 social interest, certainly.

ij
23 Q You mentioned something, that the county plan or

24 state plan have no teeth. What do you mean by that?

25 A They don ft have control over the degree to which one are*
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of the state can be built up and another area of the state

can be l?Uilt up.

Thkt§ are many legislators, many planners and so on that

believe it is the responsibility of a higher level of governor

to help a municipality work this out.

However, in the State of New Jersey these other authorit:

don't havetthe legislative power, maybe constitutional power

although I have not read the constitution and I am not an

authority on the state constitution, so this is something

which is delegated to the municipality.

Q So that in this particular case the co^M^m'-and
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the state plan are existing plans but that is

A They are guides but they donrt have the teeth. The last

determination rests with the municipality, according to my

understanding of it. If legally I am wrong, I would be

delighted to be corrected«

Q Should they have teeth or what? A I believe

that it would be appropriate for the state and the counties

to have guide plans which determine the location of major

utilities with respect to the state wide ecology.

You raised the question of ecology a while ago« There

are areas where we donft have the agua first in the ground.

We have areas that are astride of existing major transporta-

tion corridors.

We have areas that are already built up such as the
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Script City from New York to Philadelphia in which intense

development should take place.

Tiiii does not mean that every place out in the boondocks

all over the whole State of New Jersey should be subject to

intense development.

Q For the time being, these plans really don't have

much bearing on Bedminster, although they are in existence,

but it is really the planning board. A They do.

Q To what extent do you follow them?

A In the formulation of the Master Plan for Bedminster

Township and the zoning ordinance I did review tlie g&fcbsj'i'

the zoning ordinances of the surrounding communities*

I discussed the matter of the land use in the area with

both the county and the planning people of the state.

Q All of that was prior to any county plan.

A That's right, in deed. Well, I studied Somerset County

prior to the formulation of the county planning board.

Q Even prior to the planning board*

"'A. Yc B'

;S: . ;ji. I am going to ask you the same question with respec|t

to the social interests referred to in paragraph 2 of the

Eighth Defense.

You spoke of overcrowding being mentioned as one of the

social interests in the previous paragraph, paragraph 2 of •tyhe

Seventh Defense. Isn't that the same defense in paragraph
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of the Eighth Defense? A It is similar. Perhaps

/eoundel may be interested in perusing one of the documents I

gave yocihis morning,

Q Sure, A In which the answer to the question

may be helped by certain other things I have pointed out.

Q Where is that, Mr, Agle?

MR, ENGLISH: Can you give us the date of the

paper?

THE WITNESS:

December 1970,

MR. ENGIiISH:

22

23

24

25

The date of the paper is l4th

The title is what? s

THE WITNESS: "Rezoning of Supply

Western Electric*"

Correction. The figure I was looking for was

notes for a talk in Bedminster which I gave you

dated 9 November 1970, in which I say that in

New Jersey at 7,8 families per acre, on 7,509,4

square miles, we can house a population of 9,587,2

people, but the present population is 7,000,000 so

therefore there is not only room but the necessity

for the future population of New Jersey to be

distributed in different ways, that is, areas of

sparse population and areas of more intense

population and that by the time we get through wi

the sociology and psychology and the behavioral
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scieflcea and everything else, we do come up to some part

for paragraph 2 of the Eighth Defense, although I did not

see that paragraph prior to the time it was written.

Q You think that fits. A Yes.

Q What do you know, if at all, about the phrase

"quality of the regional environment as an antidote to urban

sprawl"? Do you know what that means? A Yes. I

will try to outline it as briefly as possible. When our

cities throughout the nation were being formed, that is, whe|i

there was enough population to make them a city

villages and so on, the street car was the only

transportation and because of the fact that you could take a

street car to a certain destination, then you had to walk

from then on, not like anything else.

We developed a relatively compact type of building in

our central cities which is traditional, but now is completefLy

obsolete.

_4t tjae present time we have means of more fluid transporta-

tion,. Wf can get to various areas, but this is also in limits

because of the matter of the carnage on the highways and the

expense of transportation.

We kill 56*000 people on our highways and the expense

of exaggerated commuting is both difficult in time and in

money, might say the reason I no longer work in New York

commuting time costs four hours a day.)
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We still have in our land development techniques, freedoiji

to develops land in various communities that are unplanned

or are susceptible to planning, so we have a subdivision on

a subdivision on a subdivision action, but we end up with a

continuing possibility of the entire State of New Jersey

looking like a small box addition of the completely developed

soft sand of northeastern New Jersey,

For example, the other night I happened to have waded

through Route 24 from Bernardsville to Linden via Morristown

and this was sort of a trying experience with the sprawling

At *«

development, • • M|*«>^

Urban development is a matter of big cities are spreading

out without any relief of open land use area, without proper

relation between employment and home, without proper relation

to transportation and open space, the better facts of life

which involve parks and playground areas, we congregate and
SO OTim

So that the matter of — the community character of our

future has to be quite different from the laissez faire urbâ i

Ŝprawl* which has characterized the building of .northeastern

New Jersey.

Q Thank you. With respect to that, you mentioned a

ratio^between office and research development and housing•

What is that ratio? A I don!t remember mentioning it

Q I'm sorry. Is there a ratio? A However, I
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can give you an approximate figure for the way our urban

studies have been developed.

3 As they have existed, I believe my figures are 1950 or

4 •;; i960, I have forgotten on which year it is, but approximately

5 ;| five per cent of the built up area of the cities is for

6 !| industry, five per cent of the area is for the distributive

7 !| matter of getting the products out to the people or call it
s!

8 business, if you will.

9 || Between twenty and twenty-five per cent of the area is

10 ;! devoted to streets and parking spaces; streets, highways,

11 parking spaces and so on. ifir-fei h '4^

12 ;; Maybe two or three per cent of it is used for government

13 purposes« Maybe three or four per cent for schools and I

14 :i believe this leaves a balance of somewheres upwards of fifty

15
 j per cent, between fifty and fifty-five per cent, which is use|d

16 for residential use, including the related park and playgrounds

17 if any.

18 Now, this is as the county has existed and this is the

way it haB been now. In the future the open area and residenfti;

ar*fe''will be larger in proportion to the total land area and

2j that use for business and industry will be less simply becaus|e

22 of the fact that with greater facility of transportation, we

23 are now living on larger land area per capita than the older

24 cities did.

25 Q That is with respect to Bedminster Township in terms

20
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of percentages but — A Correction. I gave you
*£« '* ̂

nations! figures.

Q Ifm sorry. Are those figures applicable to Bedmins-$;e]

A No. They are applicable on a regional basis. In other

words, Bedminster is fully justified in having no business

or industry.

Q Why? A As part of a regional plan. In othei-

words, a major shopping center existing in Somerville could

very well have as its trading area the entire surrounding ar^a,

Q So that zoning in Bedminster is considered In light

of other zoning ordinances in northern New Jersey/ \ f •'?.£ "•

A And its location in the State of New Jersey, but with

respect to the major transportation arteries. Comparing, I

mean, the transportation corridors that we have, there are

two corridors that go across the State of New Jersey.

The major corridor is the New York-Philadelphia corridor

that is U.S. 1 and the main line from Pennsylvania Railroad.

It has New Jersey Turnpike and it has U.S. 130 and now

5 which goes all the way up and down the line.

s a major draw for population and the distribution

of products, the availability of labor pools and so on becau

of the fact that the major part of the eastern United States

is built between the Appalachians and the ocean on the costal.

plaino

The second corridor is Route 22 and now 78, if it ever
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gets hooked up, which goes over the mountains for the long

range delivery of products to the west, but doesn't have the

same population connections as the southeastern corridor doe

Q We are adjacent to that main corridor.

A You are slightly remote from it and it is entirely a

secondary corridor.

Q You spoke of Route 78 as being a main corridor,,

A Route 22 is the land service corridor and I-78 is not.

To be specific about this, for land use and an interstate

highway is quite different from a state primary and so, that

the industrial use along the line is and the employment

potential the place where employment should be used would be

adjacent to Route 22, Route 202, comparable to Route 130 anc

U.S. 1 instead of 78 or 1-95 or the New Jersey Turnpike.

Q You considered these other municipalities and the

region approximately ten years ago. A That's right.

Q Do you recall specifically what municipality?

A I had zoning plans at that time for all the surrounding

municipalities ringing Bedminster. We have Bridgewater on

the south, we have Readington, which incidentally has been

another one of my clients, for a small distance on the soutji-

west, we have Tewksbury on the west, we have Chester on the

north and Peapack and Gladstone, Far Hills and Bernardsvill

Q With respect to Bedminster --

MR. BOWLBY: Bernards Township.
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Q That rezoning though took place then the past few

years when you were the planning consultant, did it not?

A As I recall, it was not a change from an earlier zone.

In other words, this is zoning in the Master Plan and so on

as you will see from some of my academic notes which I hand

you herewith. You have to take a look at existing condition^.

Q That is the only area in the township, is it not,

that is zoned for office-research? A We are talking

about two different things. I am talking about an existing

building. You are talking about a modification Q £ a $P&e fo

research and office. \ ' >Jl * ' •'

Q Is there any other zone in the townsftipf '' * *

A No. It's in that area.

Q It is that one building. A That's right, bu

there is other land I believe that is zoned for research and

office that you are aware of across the street.

Q Does it comply with the minimum acreage requirement|s?

A Yes.

Qi It does. A Yes.

Q e Going back to the percentages, let's take the

Bridgewater ordinance that you looked at. That was approxi-

mately when, i960, ten years you say? A This would

be in — I believe I began working for Bedminster in 1962

and '63.

My first exposure to what was going on in Somerset I
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think dates back to 1956 or !57.

Q Let's take the office and research and facilities

of that,-type. What provisions in the zoning ordinances of

the surrounding towns were in existence at the time that

you looked at them? A There were ample manufacturing

areas in which these things could be built.

Q In the Bedminster area? A Not in the

Bedminster area. I said in Bridgewater.

Q How far away? A A matter of five or six mil

Q Down at the intersection of Route 22, isn't that

correct? A As I explained earlier, the

location for these facilities is on an established

corridor which 22 is the best developed corridor in the coun

Q With respect to office and research facilities, the

were no zoning provisions, were there, in the Bridgewater

ordinance when you did your study near Pluckemin or near the

Bedminster area? A Not as I recall.

Q With respect to Readington, that was also the case,

wasn't Iti at that time? A I have forgotten what the

zoning was in Readington• However, I have been consultant

"there intermittently for the last eight or nine years also,

and so that as a result of the local inclinations in

Readington which were quite different from those in Bedminst

and because of the fact that it had Route 22 going through

it and Route 202 going through it, virtually all the frontag

ty.

re

er
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on 22 and 202 was zoned and has been long since for commerci|al

office^, manufacturing.

Q-;*̂  But that is only in the past few years, is it not,

subsequent to your tenure? A That's right.

Q With respect to Far Hills, was there any zoning for

office-research when you made your study?

A Not that I recall*

Q In Bernards at the time you made your study, was

there any provision for office-research?

A No, not that I recall either*

Q With respect to any of the towns then au

Bedminster, was there any provision that you

you can recall? A I recall distinctly it was permitt

21

22

23

24

25

in Bridgewater and in Somerville and in that area*

Q But at the intersection of 22 in Bridgewater.

A Well, up and down 22, not only at the intersection*

Q How did you then arrive at the conclusion that

Bedminster didn't have to have any if none of the other town|s

had any office-research? A May I have your question

't •'••̂ •̂ pis^ How did you arrive at the conclusion that Bedminster

didn't have to have any office-research if none of the othei

towns had any? A Maybe my mind is wandering. Again,

how did I arrive at the conclusion that Bedminster needed

some zoning for office and research if the other towns doesn

ed
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Q My question was, how did Bedminster or you arrive

l$i£ :e6nclusion that Bedminster did not require any office

research zoning when you knew that none of the other town's

ji had none? A Because of the relation of the home to WQTI

I!
journey and the fact that communities with their small

dimensions and the municipalities with their small dimensions

do not logically have to balance out in the various types of

uses*

Q That is what you say. You said that the area and

.. Ii the figure of five per cent is an area figure, itf*

figure, A It's a national figure, corred
t- <&* ft"». L

|! Q But would you apply that figure to this region?
|j

i| A I would apply it to the State of New Jersey but not to

!• Bedm±nstero

i Q How much of a region around Bedminster?

•I A If we were talking about the appropriate Bedminster

region^ I would say the area tributary to 22 with the western

;j extreme of Readington Township and the eastern extreme of

12 ii
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f;*< + * ̂**1 But in all those towns there is no provision, is

there, for office-research? A I think we would have

to examine the matter of what is permitted office and research

is normally permitted in all manufacturing areas.

Q But at the time you made your study, you have stated
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that you did not know of any in any of the towns other than

some in |hridgewater and Somerville and the Bridgewater

designation was down at the 22 corridor.

A That is correct. I was also familiar with 22 because of

the fact that I had clients on either side of 22 and the

intensive land use build up and the zoning for manufacturing

along 22 has long since been ample for all purposes and in d$ee

the zoning south of Somerville is more than ample for

manufacturing and office-research and so on, so there is no

shortage of land available for manufacturing, c

research use within feasible commuting distance bt Bft̂ D

Q But at the time -- A There is no necessity

for the provision for research and office use on land in

Bedminster.

Q At the time of your study, you did not know then.

A At the time I made the study the zoning ordinances as of

ten years ago were much more liberal in their provisions,

manufae$uring of any type, light manufacturing and heavy

manufacturing, and these permitted administrative offices.

Administrative offices were permitted in all business uses.

Q Let's go around the township againa Take Readingtcjn

Township. Was there any provision for manufacturing at thai

time? A Yes.

Q Where? A I don't remember exactly where,

but it was permitted up and down 22 and in deed some of my
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efforts or some of the things which have transpired since

that time have been due to cleaning it up somewhat.

Q Par Hills, was there any such provision?

A Not that I recall.

Q Peapack-Gladstone? A Not that I recall.

Q Bernards? No. The absense in those towns

however, does not necessitate its provision in Bedminster.

Q But if the area has normally five per cent, was theire

some reason that you could exclude Bedminster from considering

office-research when none of the abutting communities^ toaet an/1?

MR. BOWLBY: I object to the question because

he"repeatedly said that Readington and Bridgewater,

which are both abutting, didnft have these faciliti

MR. LANIGAN: We will let the ordinances at

that time speak for themselves.

Q Mr. Agle, with respect to this percentage for the

area of fifty to fifty-five per cent residential, did you

examine the surrounding ordinances at that time with respect

to resilpential zoning? A Not specifically with respect

to. residential zoning, but by subtraction of the area zoned

for Other than residential —

In other words, notably the area south of Bedminster,

that is, adjacent to the Route 22 corridor and with the other

nearby jurisdictions farther to the east, it was obvious thaffc

all those areas were and still are grossly overzoned for
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industry and research-office, business, you name it, other

than residential and so that --

Q That is, you are talking about specifically

Bridgewater. A Including Bridgewater as being one

of the areas•

Q What other areas are grossly overzoned for office-

research? A When you asked me a few minutes ago abouft

what I considered the tributary region which affected my

thinking in Bedminster, I tried to make it clear that this

region includes everything between Route 24 whidffis some

distance to the east on 22 and through Readingtoti Townehip

which is pretty far out and that this area includes the area

in which an overall, any kind of overall, percentage would b

applied.

Q That is with respect to office-research.

A Manufacturing, intense land use. In other words, you

maybe misunderstand the five per cent was manufacturing and

office-research.

This'; was the entire ball of wax; manufacturing, office-

research and everything else other than distributive.

Q Taking that Route 2k area, are there any other towns

that you know of offhand other than Bridgewater and Readingtpn

that fall in the category that you have stated?

A Somerville, Montgomery, Hillsborough, Scotch Plains,

Manville, Plainfield, Ho*th Plainfield, the rest of the strihg.
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Q Is that Route 24? A No. We haven!t gotten

to Route 24. I donft know the exact boundaries of the

township between Plainfield and --

We have Plainfield to the east. We have Mountainside

where I did some work and I am vague as to the exact boundaries

of the municipality in this major employment corridor along

this line. South of this we have Bound Brook and Franklin

Township•

Q So that the fact that they have office-research and

manufacturing down there, is that a good reason .̂ fê feaJf̂ ye

it. in Bedminster? A Yes. • v;,-,'iSfi^

Q With respect to residential dwellings, you say it

was a negative thing, what was left over must have been

residential. A Thatfs right.

Q So you didn't make any detailed analysis of the

character of that residential use. A In terms of

percentages, no. In terms of observation, yes, but both in

the area and from the ground, including all the residential

uses fe'&Sfi. north and south of Readington and between Readingt|on

^ d J^i&ceton. I use the back roads occasionally.

Q With respect to the character of the residential

use, you made no detailed analysis of that within the

classification of residential. A I made an analysis

adequate to support my judgment. It was not necessary to

reduce it in details statistically.
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Q To support your judgment about what?

A As to where certain characteristics should be fostered o

preserved as against denied0

Q For example, what certain characteristics are you

talking about? A Sparse development as against compai

development•

Q Sparse development as against compact development.

A In order to5 as one of the principles of planning which

is coming into wider and wider acceptance at the present tim

that your more compact development should be cloaeir to areas

of employment so as to cut down on the length and extent,

cost and psychic trauma of exaggerated commuting.

Q Did you make any analysis of population or populate

studies in the adjoining municipalities at that time?

A I had made population studies in the late 50*s concerning

the entire county area. I did not repeat them in detail as p.

background for Bedminster alone.

Q With respect to housing and availability of housing

did you consider that in your analysis? A Not the

availability of housing because it was clear in this area

that there are ample open areas for the construction of any

needed quantity of housing.

Q Of all types? A Not all types. The zoning

even in the areas that have extensive existing manufacturing

support I think are adequate in the zoning for the more compkc
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housing types.
4

Q ^You say not all types« What types would you say

not needed in this area? A In the Bedminster area we

don*t need apartments, we don't need town houses, we donft

need any of the more compact types of use because these

compact types of use upset the simplicity of the municipal

services in that area and it is not an appropriate place on

the map with respect to where employment should be.

Q You mean they have these in Par Hills and Bernards

and Peapack and Readington. A Bedminster, as & repei

again, has to be considered in the context of th&'$to$tfep$ ̂

community and not only with respect to the Somerset Hills

area*

In other words, I have tried to say in different ways it

is either the entire county or certainly including all of tfc

area in the Route 22 corridor.

Q So that you feel there are adequate types of housi4g

in that corridor so that you don't need that --

A' X didn't say that. There is room for it to be constructed
4\

closer to the corridor than Bedminster and it was not needec

in Bedminster because of the fact that Bedminster is farthe]

away from the centers of employment. j

Q But if there is a center of employment immediatelyj
1

adjacent to these, do you still have a reason for not putting
I

them there? A No. I believe that where there is a
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major generator of employment, that if this is done and

properly planned and conceived by a developer or a promoter

or a planner, that then the burden is on that developer or

planner to analyze the location of housing to take care of

all the people that are going to be needed in that employmen

area and failing that, I think a plan is superficial.

Q Do you feel that the applicant, the plaintiff in

this case, has made some attempt to do that?

A No.

Q Why not? A Because of the fact that they --

my understanding of the prices and the resulting rentys,of

the small amount of housing that you have proposed in this

area is not going to realistically support a working

population in the research and office facility that you

propose,

Q You just said a minute ago that we have to view the

region as a whole. A That is the reason I don't think

you ought to have either intense employment or the employmer

alb$6r!without the housing and I don't think that this is a

pla^e for either to be built up.

Q Let's go back to your statement that there has not

been adequate provision for this.

Isn't it safe to say that you have stated previously toijlay

you think there is adequate provision for this type of use

outside of Bedminster in the area? Is that correct?
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A No, I didnrt say that either.

Q ..There is? A In other words, there is a housjLng

shortage throughout the state at the present time.

Q And in Bedminster. A No, not in Bedminster

because Bedminster does not have the employment demand. If

you were to build your research and office facility in

Bedminster you would create a local demand which is not

satisfied in Bedminster and is not satisfied in your plan an|J

is, to my knowledge, not available elsewhere in the more

intensely built up areas* ,-'-.-.,..,.,

Q So that some of the apartments and the town houses

are not available elsewhere in the area.

A That is correct. There is a general housing shortage

throughout the state.

Q Your feeling is that they should not be put in

Bedminster, but there is a need for them in the area.

A There is a need for them elsewhere throughout the state.

I believe they should be placed adjacent to the place where

traffic" generators and employment generators can most

appropriately be placed.

Q If the plaintiff, for example, were to be successful

in achieving its purpose in putting the office-research on

its land, then the apartments and the town houses would fulfill

that desire, wouldnft they? A Not as you have proposed

them. They are entirely inadequate and too high priced.
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A I only heard

indirectly that, or maybe this is part of the questioning

that we, had when you made the presentation, that the houses

would be -- the town houses would be roughly between fifty

and $60,000 and I believe the single houses you were talking

about would be eighty thousand and $90,000.

Q Do you recall the request of the planning board

stating the value of the town houses?

A I remember the matter coming up for discussion and this

is my impression and, in any event, the quantity that you

have proposed in your plan would be entirely

the number of people for whom you are building

area.

Q With respect to that May 24, 1971 letter to the

planning board and the township committee, on the top of

page 9, Mr. Agle, it states "The owner proposes utilizing

thirty-three of the acres on the tract for town houses which

would range in price, with an average price being approxi-

i,000. Therefore, some of these dwellings would

some higher in price."

Looking at that letter and the actual representation

that the $60,000 that you just gave us, that doesn't appear

to be correct, does it? A No, it is not in the lette

of May 24th.

Q You have no other reason or information other than
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that letter, A No, that is right.

Q So that based on that letter, are those dwellings

adequate within your frame of reference? A No.

Q Why not? A The applicant has not submitted

any breakdown of the income groups,

Q Was one requested? A No. The presentation

of the applicant was to make it available* It was not

necessary for the township to quiz this applicant or any oth

applicant about missing information.

In other words, it was considering only what was actuall

8submitted. However, on the basis of this, I

answerJ the question. * .**'«?** *

There was no breakdown of income group submitted. I

know from working elsewhere and from reports made elsewhere

that in research and office and light manufacturing faciliti

the majority of the workers earn $10,000 a year or less and

a common rule of thumb is that it is economically sound for

a family to own and support a house which is roughly twice

its"income and so your $35*000 figure for the cheapest

dwelling that you propose would come nowhere near this avera

Q You just made a statement that its cheapest or aver

that the letter says. It says average, doesnft it?

A Average price approximately being.

Q Doesn!t it say some will be lower and some will

be higher? A Yes,

s
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Q Is it possible then if some of these dwellings are

'$20j0OO'and some are $50,000 that the average is still $35>oj)O?

A $hatrB right•

Q Then let's assume that there is some sort of a

facility up there that cost $20,000, not how many, but some*

Is that adequate? A No.

Q Why not? A As I recall, the area that you

propose for office and research facilities is quite large.

Before making an error again, perhaps it would be well to

review your application.

My recollection is that it is somewhere arounii es

21

22

23

24

25

without my looking for it. > -̂ %-̂ t,r

Q Six acres. A The building for research and

office facilities employing maybe between 1,500 and 3,000

people.

Q I believe it is stated as seven and a half per cent

of the total acreage of approximately ninety-two acres,

that refresh your recollection? A I would rather no

trytf\femember figures. If.you want to be exact —

Q t Page 7 of the letter dated May 24, 1971.

A All right, seven and a half. That would be 7.5 times 9

so it would be 6.75 acres of building.

In that area we can multiply the arithmetic out, which

I donft have, unless you want me to do it here and now, but

if it is economically run, properly administered, one thing

*
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you will have, one employee for every 100 to 200 square feet

of building area.

The national average I believe is somewhere around one

employee3 including executives, including everything else,

on every?200ssquare feet•

Here we have 6.7 acres times 43*000. In your proposal

you have seven and a half per cent of 92 acres or approximat

6.75 acres of building*

This 6.75 acres will approximate somewhere around 280,00

square feet of building, plus or minus.

So this working population will be somewhere?!
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1,500 and 2,800 people or, say, roughly somewhere between

two and 3*000 people.

Each one of these will be a worker and will have a famil|y

to support somewhere and some place to live.

In your town house proposal, how many town houses do

you propose here?

Q I will save you some time. Ifm wondering how you

.^titt^op^an opinion without that knowledge.

W^, Ŷ tk/laust have a figure in here* We are talking about

town houses, so it also happens that I'm an architect,, I

designed town houses and housing projects and so on.

The current one I am designing in Princeton has eight

units on an acre, so on your 33 acres you may get two or

town houseso
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Q That is about the area on top of the mountain, the

so-eaMe<| plateau. A This is what you are talking

about ill the 33 acres that you propose. You say the owner

proposes utilizing 33 acres for town houses which range in

price, average price being approximately $35*000, so if you

have 250 of these at $35*000, you have an average price of

$35>OOO and you have to have an average income of $17*500,

You may find two or three per cent of your employees tha(t

are able to afford the average town house,

Q What per cent should it be according to you?

A If you are serious about having a balanced commutiLtsr send

taking care of all of the employees that you bring into;the

community, it should be a total of one hundred per cent of

the program, but this is not part of your submittal.

Q What percentage should it be? You say it is not

adequate. What percentage should it be in terms of town

houses? A You should take care of everybody.

Q How much more should we have?

4 . At. the present time there is no device capable for mapping

up town houses or any other type of habitation short of a

trailer with the employment that you are going to bring intc

the area.

Q But you said that the existing proposal isn't

adequate and that it should be a higher percentage in order

to take care of these people.
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My question to you is, how much higher of a percentage? |

A-, It should be, to use a gross figure, the area of your

eaiploŷ ent will support between two and 3*000 families and

you are suggesting 250 town houses plus 52 single family

houses and so that roughly with respect to your proposal

in Bedminster, you are taking care of ten per cent of the

gross need and much less than that in terms of any balance

with the actual employees1 income needs.

Q We should be taking care of how much per cent?

A One hundred per cento

Q Can we get credit for any of the housi

area in supplying this percentage or must the

be in Bedminster? A If we are going on an area basis

21

22
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24

I donTt believe the employment should be in Bedminster

Q But if we are not going on the premise that you

have just stated, can we utilize part of .the area as you

have suggested before to fulfill this percentage?

A The burden of proof would then be on you to assemble an

adequate housing supply, say, within twenty minutes of the
'• it

proposed employment area without any competing need for othefr

housing or any other employment in that area,

Q Is that written somewhere? Is that a rule or is

that just your opinion? A It is my opinion which has

been published, so therefore it is written.

Q Thank you, Mr* Agle, have you at any time made an
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studies with reference to race in your recommendations to

the township ? A No •

Q None at allo A No.

Q Have you ever in your planning considered that the

future population of Bedminster will continue to be white?

A This race is the m&o'or issue of the provision of

employment for all members of low income groups, not

necessarily exclusively black, this problem has to be solved

on a state wide or in deed on a national basis rather than

confined to a township basis.

MR. LANIGAN: Perhaps you can retegfcf* &$;f .#

question to Mr. Agle* --.^I^I^^^V

(Previous question read by the Reporter.)

MR. BOWLBY: I would like to inquire, what

relevancy does this have to the zoning action?

MR* LANIGAN; Because it so happens that that

occupies some two or three pages of the plaintiff's

complaint.

?..•-:• ̂ / ^ ****• BOWLBY: Very good.

•'•:5+s,1t'-r-'"- Would you answer yes or no, Mr. Agle. Would you

iiBe Ihe question repeated?

MR« BOWLBY: Answer yes or no*

A May I have the question again.

(Question read by the Reporter.)

THE WITNESS: I would point out that this is
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a prediction on the part of the questioner. My

answer, however, is that this has not been part of

my consideration. It also is not my assumption.

Q You have never so assumed. A I never assumeld

that the population would remain completely white. This is

what your statement was*

^ Correct* I just asked you if you had.

MR, BOWLBY: What two or three pages of the

complaint does this consume?

MR, LANIGAN: Paragraph 29 of the First Count

Paragraph 3 of the Second Count and th© incorporati

of both paragraphs in Paragraph 1 of the.'

MR, BOWLBY: In other words, you are speaking

of the discrimination in housing because of race,

creed or color and national origin and your questions

are directed to that point?

MR, LANIGAN: That is correct,

MR, BOWLBY: Very well.

THE WITNESS: I might amplify my answer that

.u there has never been any thought or consideration

of discrimination.

Q Maybe so, Mr. Agle, but didn't you in the referenc^

to the planning board in the consideration of the adoption

of this Master Plan state "It must also be noted that your

consultant has made a further assumption that the future

on
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composition of the population of the township will more

nearly Jare patterned after the urban white population than

either the present national pattern, including all — and

then we were missing that page and I believe you offered to

supply it to us todayo A Sure.

Q What is that page 7 so that we can finish the sentei(ic

MRo BOWLBY: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record*)

Q " — races, or the rural pattern," Mr, Agle, what

do you mean by that if you were not considering the future o:'

A
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the township as being urban white?

study made --

Q You did make such a study, first of all,

A I did make such a general study of the relationship

between families, sites, building types and zoning,

Q You did make an assumption that the future would be

urban white, A In making an assumption gives a

description of the different sizes and different families,

did you make the assumption?

Av" i J(^jjiWe of the fact that the birth rate is decreasing,

including the birth rate of the negroes,

Q Historically, the negro birth rate has been

considerably higher than the white. A It continues

to be this, I hope, and it is my assumption, that in time

as education levels off, both races become similar and we haie

'"
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greatej; dissemination of birth control information, the

• matter:; 4̂i£ absorption, as it is in New York, and other means

of leveling a population is that the overall national

distribution of families will come closer to the general

average of the present white distribution of families than

the ones heavily loaded not on the negro side.

Q Setting aside the birth rate, why did you make the

assumption that Bedminster would be urban white?

A This did not apply exclusively to Bedminster. In fact,

this particular piece was published by the county planning

board and distributed to every planning board in th© eptuaty.

It was at best a memorandum to Bedminster, but it was a

general study.

Q Let me refresh your recollection. It says "the

future composition of the future population of the township.

We are not talking about the area in that sentence, are we?

A No. This is true, that the future composition of the

population in the township in the next fifty years —

Q '-$£ls going to be white. A Will more closely

approximate the distribution of the white families now than

of the present distribution of the white and negro families,

Q Why did you make that assumption?

A As I have said, because of the increase in birth control

information among the negroes.

Q What has birth control got to do with the urban white
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population in Bedminster? Is there any black population in

Bedminster that you know of? A The future population

in Bedmiiister and throughout the county will more closely

approximate the i960 distribution of white families than the

distribution of white plus negro families and this will be

true in Bedminster as well as everywhere else,

Q Why wonft there be some more black families come to

Bedminster? A This will not upset the distribution

on which we should assume future planning.

MR# ENGLISH: May I suggest that we find out

what the witness and counsel mean by diutriinition.

Do you mean distribution of economic lev«tff||. * j

Q That is the question. What do you mean by that?

A This study is exclusively confined to the number of

combinations for one-family., two-person families, three-person

families, four-person families and five person families and

so on, exclusive of race, creed, color or national origin.

Q Is it safe to say that based on the then zoning,

ttiat the same ratio that had existed in the past would be

maintained in the future? A The national distribution

Of family sizes among the whites as of i960 with respect

to Bedminster is going to much more closely approximate the

distribution of families in Bedminster as of the year 2000

than a present distribution, including neg£o families, through

out the county.
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MR. LANIGAN: I would like the Reporter to

read my question to you again and listen very close

"to it.

(Previous question read by the Reporter.)

THE WITNESS: This is not my recommendation,

Q But why wouldn't there be any increase in the negro

population in Bedminster? Is it safe to say that because of

the existing zoning that things would not change?

A Counsel is warping my question into something which is

not explicit. The study had to do with distribution of

building type and family sizes and has nothing tj

with racial distribution.

Q Based on building siizes and building a number of

rooms and everything else, was it your assumption that there!

would not be any more blacks or negroes in the township becajusi

of that existence? A No, not at all.

Q Then how could you assume that the population woulc

continue to be urban white? A I did not make that

assumption. This is what is being completely twisted.

Iia|| talking about the future distribution of populatioi

by BiMW'of families in Bedminster in the future, as of the

year 2000 and following, more closely approximating the

distribution among family sizes in i960 among white familie^

than the national distribution. This is a technical point

and not an ethnic point.
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Q Was there any consideration by you too that perhaps

the blacks could not afford to move to Bedminster?

A H©iie whatever.

Q Or that the population would not increase in

Bedminster because there was no place for the blacks to come

to? A That was not part of the consideration at all.

Q Is there any place in Bedminster that the black can

go? A I don't know. It depends upon the income of

the black.

Q Do you know of any? A No.

Q Has that been a consideration in your

A ' • No.'

Q Have you considered the needs at all of the newly

married and the older retired people in your planning and

zoning? A This is explicit in the study we have just

been talking about.

Q What provision have you made for them?

A The township has not made any provision for them. This

is not a question whether I made provision or not.

^ X^lusrely called technical matters to the attention of

tte# ̂ fanning board and the township.

Q You made a recommendation that they do make such

provision? A I make suggestions. In other words,

the most a consultant can do is make suggestions and say

this is the way I would see it and would recommend it.
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However, every township, every governing body, every

planning board has a right of choice, otherwise there would

pe no point in either having consultants or planning boards.

Q Mr. Agle, is your advice generally taken by the

township? A The percentage of frustration in city

planning is about seventy-five per cent. The percentage of

frustration among architects is about thirty-five per cent.

Q In answer to my specific question, do they generally

take your recommendations? A As a generality, we get

along well together but I am quite accustomed to losing

arguments.

Q You are their planner. A Thatfs

Q They have continued to retain you.

A For the points I bring to their attention for their

consideration.

Q Sometimes they follow your advice and sometimes

they do not. A That is correct.

Q Do you know in those specific instances when they

have-not- followed your advice? Can you recall any?

A Yes> many,

Q You have given them good planning advice nonetheless

A That is right.

MR. LANIGAN: Thank you. I have nooother

questions.

MR, ENGLISH: I don't have any questions*
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ip:ltf-t P«, G A V I N , having been duly p r e v i o u s l y sworn
' * \ " • - ' - t ' ' ^ •

. " . . ' * ' •

according to law by the Officer, testified further as

follows:

MR# LANIGAN: Let the record show that this i|s

a continuation of a deposition on oral examination

of Paul F. Gavin which was interrupted on Tuesday,

November 2, 1971 in order to permit counsel for

both parties to ascertain the

questions which were being proposed toI

by Mr* Lanigan, attorney for the plaintiff•

Subsequent to such date, the Superior Court

ordered that Mro Gavin answer the questions as

propounded to him by counsel for the plaintiff.

Mr. English, do you have any other comments

to make with respect to that?

MR« ENGLISH: No. It covers the situation.

&tiki&t LAMINATION BY MR» LANIGAN: (continued)

Q Mr. Gavin, you were previously sworn and are still

under oath and I would like to continue with the examinatio]

which we interrupted. We were, if you will, talking about

the Answer to the plaintiff!s complaint. A Yes.
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Q And I showed you a copy of such Answer.

,,, _ . MR. ENGLISH: Mr. Lanigan, just to be precise

y '..' U think you mean the Amended Answer, donft you?

MR. DANIGAN: And the Amended Answer.

Q You indicated at that time that you had not seen it

prior to the time that it was filed, is that correct?

A Correct.

Q Have you any familiarity with it subsequent to such

time of filing? A Yes.

Q You have read it, have you not? A Yes.

Q Mr. Gavin, do you know of your own knowii

participated in the formulation of the Answer? tfke&./J.^peals

of the Answer, I am speaking of the Amended Answer as well.

A It is my understanding that Mr. Bowlby and Mr. English

prepared it.

Q Without the benefit of any members of the planning

board or the planner or the mayor? A I can only

speak for myself. I was not present when it was prepared.

Q Can you speak for members of the planning board?

& X fej^&w of none of them that were present,

*" *£tv* Q - Thank you. Mr. Gavin, with respect to such Amended

Answer, I am going to refer you to page 7«

A Page 7?

Q Yes, sir. A Yes.

Q I am referring now to the Third Defense which state's
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that "the plaintiffs have failed to exhaust their administra

tive remedies."

Are you aware of any administrative remedies that the

plaintiff should have taken? A To me, that refers to

one of two things, one of which is the fact that the plaintiffs

did not permit the planning board to complete their delibera

tions, nor did they make a complete presentation to the

planning board.

Q Those are the two administrative remedies.

A That is one and the other, as I am told, as I understand

it, is that they had not applied to the board ot*w
". Jf *

20

21

22

23

24

or, Ifm sorry, to the building inspector for a

permit •

Q It is your opinion then that the plaintiffs in this

case should have gone to the board of adjustment.

A No. I never advised them to do anything. It is my

understanding that they did not and they could have done it.

Q As a member of the planning board, would It be youi

z*eeoiffiai&ftdation that they go to the board of adjustment?

A No, It would not.

Q They should come to you as a planning board.

A They did come to us«

Q Is that your recommendation? A They did noi

complete their presentation to us.

Q Is that your recommendation, that they should come
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to you as a planning board?
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MR. BOWLBY: I don't understand the question.

did come to us,

MR. BOWLBY: His recommendation as a member

of the planning board to your client?

MR« LANIGAN: He seems to be doing quite well

in answering• He seems to know what Ifm talking

about•

MR. BOWLBY: I don't know what you are talkin

about. I object to the question. I think you shou

rephrase it.

I don't see what the chairman of

board has to do with recommendations to an applican

before it.

Q Is it the position of the planning board in this

case that the planning board should be considering the

plaintiff's application with respect to its property or the

board of adjustment should be considering such application?

A JMTl* my understanding, my feeling, that the planning

board should be the one that is consulted in the matter of

such a significant change in the future of the fcown.

Q The plaintiffs did approach you, did they not?

A Yes, sir.

Q Beginning when? A Oh, beginning I believe

in February of 1970.
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Q Actually didn't they deliver to you in December of

1970 jjL.vftole set of maps with respect to the property at a

special meeting? A They gave us some maps which I

believe had been obtained from Upper Raritan Water Shed

Association showing certain topographical facts, yes. That

was not their first approach9

Q What was their first approach?

A I think your first approach to the planning board was in

February of 1-970 when you advised us that we should dismiss

our secretary.

Q Actually wasn't that in December of 1969 orAfcK$^

last week of November of 1969 when plaintiff's counsel,Mforjaei

you that his aa Tc( th) To wee 196 o  t h , M f y o f
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A As I understand it, yes.

Q Since July of 1970. A I don't know.

Q That is so.

MR. ENGLISH: You ought to know.

Q Then in December of 1970, didn't the plaintiff

deliver to you some ten sketches of the property.prepared

by its planner with reference to the particular site of the

plaintiff? A Yes, we received a packet of sketches.

Q Then in February of 1971 the plaintiff's representa

tives met with you again, A Yes, sir.

Q And again in April, A April,

Q They sent you a letter on May 24, 1971 to

detail with respect to their property, is that correct?

A They delivered to us a letter at a planning board meetin

whatever the date was. You say it was May 24th.

Q That was at about eight-thirty at night, wasn't it,

that that was delivered? A It was in the middle of

a planning board meeting when you came in and delivered the

;l©^S*ic..#&velopes which were not opened until after that meetfin,

Q They were delivered in the middle of the meeting.

A Yes» You were not on the agenda of that meeting.

Q Mr. Gavin, thereafter what did the planning board

do with those letters?

MR. ENGLISH: Just one letter.
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Q That letter, what action did it take first official

A X'jS&n't know what you mean by officially. The letter wa

circulated among the members of the planning board.

Q Then what action took place thereafter?

s I A Well, the next significant action that I remember was

your disruption of our meeting on July the 23rd or whenever

7 j| the meeting was

Q You mean my questions to you.

of the meeting.
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Q That is your characterization of it.

A Fine.

Q What did you do about it then? A

letter?

Q Yes. That is what we are talking abouto

A Nothing that night.

Q Thereafter, what did you do about the letter?

A It had been generally discussed with our attorney, with

our planner, with the members of the township committee, wit

the? members of the planning board.

<$f'^ What did you do about it, you just kept discussing

it? A I just got done telling you, among several

other things, that is what we did do about it,

** You just discussed it. A That is right, we
i

discussed it. |
i

Q Did you ever take any positive or affirmative action
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with respect to the letter?
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A Of what nature?

, for example, did you ever acknowledge its

existence on the minutes of the township?

A I donft know. I don't believe that it was acknowledged

on the minutes. If you mean of the township committee, not

to my knowledge*

Q The planning board, that is what you are a member

of. A Yes. I don't know.

Q How about otherwise, did you ever acknowledge the

letter to the plaintiff's attorney, for example?

A No. Since you had hand delivered it, that

rather unnecessary. You knew we had received

it*

Q Did you ever respond to the letter in any way to

the plaintiff other than a comment at the Master Plan revisj

hearing that you received it? A Yes,

Q How? A There were at least two responses b

the planning board, one not to you, Mr. Lanigan, but to youi

planner, Mr. Catlin, asking him for a complete map of this

'jprcf^MH'r which we had seen just once at the meeting in April

and which was then taken away.

Q When did you ask him that? A I can tell

you. I believe that the date was in June.

Q Did you write him a letter or something?

A No. He was asked for it on the telephone by our planni:

re

on
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consultant, Mr. Agle, who had a better rapport and associati

with him than I did.

Q Are you certain of this of your own knowledge? Mr.

Agle Just testified this morning that he had no contact with

anyone, so perhaps would you like to think about that a minute.

A I believe so.

Q, Are you sure or is this what somebody told you?

A We had a meeting scheduled, a Joint meeting, with the

Bernards Township planning board which was held on June the

10th in the municipal building in Bedminster to discuss tfie

Johns Manville proposal. . *^*\^

This is one of the other positive actions that we took.

I am glad you reminded me. On the day before that, probably

June the 10th, Mr. Agle at my direction and at my request

asked Mr. Catlin for the complete map.

It was our understanding Mr. Catlin consulted you and he

was told we could not have it and we did not have it.

Q Complete map in reference to what?

A EhSfjbmplete, if you want to call it "COMPLETE," it was

a water-'colored rendition of your proposed development in

Bedminster and Bernards Township,

Q You wanted to see the proposal in toto.

A In full.

Q In Bernards. A We wanted to see the completje

proposal.
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Q You had the complete map with respect to Bedminster

yottcnot? A But you took the map away. You showe

it to us at the meeting in April and then took it away. We

never saw it again, the complete map.

Q By complete, you mean with respect to Bernards

Township as well. Yes.

Q You did receive, did you not, a map with respect to

10

n

12

Bedminster? A Yes, sir. That was part of the packag

that you hand delivered to us on May the 24th.

Q What was your reason for wanting to see £he

part of the map that you didn't see? A

significant reason was that there are roads sho

13 || Bedminster portion of that map which originate and terminate

14 in Bernards and without the complete map we didnft know how

is you got on these roads.

16'' Q What other times did you contact the plaintiff or

17 ij. his agents with respect to this request made of you on May
ij

18 :! 2 4 , 1971? A I can !t give you the date of it, but the

us a-^atefting that our planner was asked by letter to attend

i- Soq^rville which had to do with traffic studies about thi

21 il proposal and at that time Mr. Agle, the planner, who had beefi

22 i: invited asked me if he should attend and I directed him not

23 j; to attend and to advise --

24 I guess it was Mr. Catlin who initialed this letter also

25 advised Mr. Catlin that if there were..any presentations whic-
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were to be made affecting traffic in Bedminster, that they

should.be made in Bedminster to the Bedminster planning boarjd•

Q :/ ;At any other time did you request any information cf

the plaintiff or his representatives? A Other than

our meeting in July when I advised you of the same details,

that we did not have the traffic information and that we

did not have the complete map,

Q You advised me at the meeting? A You, Mr.

Lanigan, yes.

Q We have a verbatim transcript of that meeting which

we can check. A Pine.

Q Mr. Gavin, what is your present disposi

plaintiff's request of May 24, 1971? Do you have any preser̂ t

intention to do anything with it? A It is my under-

standing that I am one of the ones being sued by you or your

client.

Q Not personally. A No.

Q What is the planning board's intention with respecn

to our request of May 24, 1971 as of this date?

A ' ̂ m?, intention of the planning board and the township

oaani'ttee is that —

Q I am speaking of the planning board now. I alread;

have the opinion of the mayor as to what they are going to

A That we intend to implement the defense of our zoning.

Q What do you intend to do with respect to the
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plaintifffs request? Are you going to deny it or what?

A:/;"*E don!t think we are in a position to deny it or grant

now. ¥«• are in the same position* relatively speaking, that

we were in July when I told you at the public meeting that

we did not have a complete presentation, we could not approv<

it or disprove it and we have had nothing from you since then,

not even those things that we asked for at that time nor many-

other things, that we never did get any disposition or any

information about sewage or traffic or water.

Q Did you ever ask for those? A

We asked you several times for them.

Q When? A At the three meetings,

more of the three meetings, that we held in December, February

and April.

Q What did you ask for? A We asked for informa-

tion from you about how the sewage was to be disposed of

particularly.

Q Let's take that. Do you recall any conversations

>ect to that? A I recall in general your
£ V

21

22

23 i1

24

25

iT bland statement that you were going to take care of i

either put it in Bridgewater or pump it over the mountain.

Q Exactly. You had some other questions on that?

A We never saw any indication from anybody other than what

was going to become of the sewage.

Q You never asked for it after the May 24th letter.
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A I don't believe so.

Q, _ , I take it then that the present intention of the

platoing; board is Just to let the request sit.

A I would not answer that. I would have to ask counsel

how we should psoceed from here. I don't know.

Q What is the planning board's feeling?

A The feeling of the planning board is that, or at least

the feeling of the chairman, myself, is that we are being

sued by you, that you advised us at our meeting in August I

believe, you handed or Mr. McConnell, if that is his name,

handed me a letter on August the 23rd in which

that you were considering bringing action whic!

brought earlier that day.

Q So that you don't have any intention to grant the

request of May 24th or deny it. What are you going to do with

it? A I don't know. I can't tell you what we should

do at this moment in the predicament and position that you

have put us. I don't know. I would have to ask counsel.

^ , ,Q Fair enough. . 3 Are ~ Weparernofi pfcê fcredoatk the^

moment "fed grant it or deny it because of the incomplete

presentation.

Q Yet you have never reduced to writing any requests

to make that presentation more complete, although the last

sentence of that letter asks you to do that, doesn't it,

Mr. Gavin? A I don't know which letter you are
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referring to.

Q May 24th, A

th&t with me or not.

86

I donft know whether I have

MR. ENGLISH: I will show the witness the

May 24th letter and direct his attention to the

last sentence which I think is what you referred to

in your last question.

MR« LANIGAN: The last two sentences.

Q "I know there are certain aspects of the applicaticfn

which you would like to consider further and the owner

respectfully requests, however, that within Bon^MmffiHWNKke

period of time the planning board act on the a

notify the undersigned of the planning board's decision."

A That was a letter that you hand delivered to us at our

May meeting-

The letter was not opened until at least until I got

home that evening, so nobody in the planning boardsmr it on

May 24th.

Our next meeting was in June. It is my understanding

were having a meeting that same night with the

B&tfnards Township planning board, on the same night as our

June meeting, so you were unavailable that night.

Q Did you make that conclusion, draw that conclusion

or did you get it from someone else? A I was advise*

of that by Bernards Township that they were meeting with you
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the same night the planning board was meeting in June.

Q Did you check with us to see whether we were availa
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A HOj lEStnd at the July meeting you were so disruptive that

there1 was no opportunity to discuss anything rationally with

you,

Q Mr* Gavin, do you have a copy of the actual submitt

21

22 I
i

23
j

24 j

25 I

of the Master Plan revision? Was there such a formal submit

A To whom?

Q For the benefit of the public* A Yes* I

don!t have it with me* It seems to me that we had that here

the last time I was here, the memo from the chai|isa^^4^ t#&e

board in which the matters that were to be revie#§C* i$i#e 'k

enumerated*

Q Was this done by memo or was there a formal

submission?

MR. ENGLISH: For my benefit, will you define

"submission*"

MR. LANKAN: It seems to me that there shoul

be some sort of Master Plan revision in terms of a

•' document and to my knowledge no one has ever seen i
lit t * ^

* •* The people who found out about the hearing

found out about it because of the front page of the

Bernardsville News in an excerpt of a conversation

that evidently one reporter had with Mr* Gavin,

It was evidently published. The notice of the

le

al
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hearing was published in some other newspaper outsi

the township and no one seems to have knowledge of

the actual document.

It is not in the township records, it is not i:

the planning board's records. The planner doesn't

have a copy of it. I am simply trying to find out

where it is.

THE WITNESS: I bfclieve you had it here at

the last hearing, a memo from the chairman to the

planning board which I believe was read at the meeting

prior to the July meeting.

MR. BOWLBY: If you are simply trmmFmmma

out, you will recall this morning that I representedi

to you that I drew that document. I had it published

in the Somerset Messenger Gazette.

I have a copy in my office and I promised that

I will give you a copy. I can't believe that no on

knows about the content of that when we had an

absolutely jammed packed meeting with everyone

.apparently understanding what the terms of that

proposal were, including yourself.

If it's all you are looking for is a copy of

the document, I have already guaranteed that I will

furnish you with one.

MR. LAIOIGAN: Okay.
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Q With reference to the Master Plan revision memo to

the planing board from you, Mr* Gavin, that was delivered

this morning to me by way of Mr. Agle, you indicate certain

changes as part of the revision. A Right.

Q Taking the last change first3 what was the reason

for deleting the bypass east of Pluckemin?

A I think that we went over these questions the last time

I was here.

Q Perhaps you can capsulize in one sentence.

A Do you have the memo right there from me to the planning

board? ' V«
t •>.

Q

Yes.

MR. ENGLISH: Dated June 14, 1971•

THE WITNESS: It's a memo from me to the

planning board. Is that formal enough for you,

capsulizing what the recommendations were going to

be?

I'm sorry.

MR. BOWLBYs Mr» Lanigan is asking you why

3 recommendations.

-*, M. ;̂  T H E WITNESS: The reason for the suggested

removal of the Pluckemin bypass?

Q Yes. A Because it seems to us and it seemed

to our planner that the reasons for that having been put in

the Master Plan originally no longer existed*

7\^^Wy:
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Q What were those reasons? A Traffic, primarily

traffic through Pluckemin on 202-206.

Q 'It never materialized* A It had been there

but much of it had been transferred to Route 287.

Q The Master Plan revision was done about the time

Route 287 was finished in the Pluckemin area, was it not?

A The Master Plan revision?

Q The Master Plan of 1965 was done just about the

same time that 287 was completed* A I donft know.

Q You don't know. A No.

Q With respect to item 6, you picked an e^S^ttSSt^l

was directly in front of, in one respect, to thQp^$^^$$£f 1

property and suggested its use as a restaurant, motel and

taxable private club for outdoor sports, is that correct?

A No, I don't believe so.

Q Is there any map which would show what areas you

were talking about then when you described the area between

Route 206 and I-287? A Yes. If you are talking abov|it

the areas that were discussed for a hotel, motel or a motel

slt& ot whatever and the taxable private club,, we are talking

about tire so-called Brady-Pontin property which is not

adjacent to your property at all.

Q Weren't you at that planning board meeting discussing

the property soutb of that intersection which the planning

board at that time assumed was owned by Mr. Ellsworth and
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Mr. Kean? A

just defined.

91

No, sir, not for the purpose that you

;/ Q 4..Are you aware that the front page of the Bernardsvlll<

News showed a map depicting th&t area as being suggested for

hotel site? A No, I am not*

Q You are not aware of that. A I am not aware

of it,

Q Did you have any land use map which was done at

the time you redid this revision? A The maps that

we used were the present, the then and still present Master
~"~f$

Plan map and the zoning map, T^ **«.*." -

Q Did you offer a revised map as part of

revision to the Master Plan? A No, sir.

pose!

Q With respect to item 5> you suggested in the Burnt

Mills area Lots 3 and 4 of Block 46 should be shown as R-5

in lieu of R-l. A Yes.

Q What was the reason for that? A The reason

for that was that these lots still in a one acre zone or

pĵ l̂ l 3^ one acre were completely surrounded by the five acr

i-if&a 'yp*?0 undeveloped and would fit in more harmoniously with

the plan of the area, with the five acre minimum rather than

the one.

Q Is there any special problem in the area which had

to be solved? A No, sir, not that I know of.

Q Item 4 states the two areas lying between Route 206
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and I-287 and between Schley Mountain Road on the north

as it'formerly existed and the north line of the R-l zoning

district in Pluckemin on the south should be noted for

restaurant and motel use and the taxable private clubs for

outdoor sports in addition to the research use presently

indicated. A Yes*

0, Isn!t this the Brady-Pontin property you were

talking about before? A I would think that that wou:

be included in it, yes*

Q Are you talking about it twice then, in item 4 and

item 6 or is that the same property each time? ^ ^

A I cannot remember* I can only tell you

property, to my recollection, that was considered for motel

and private club was the Brady-Pontin property*

Q So that you don!t know what the reason is for talking

about it twice under item 4 and under item 6*

&

A I can't remember*

Q Item 3 states the land southeast of the interchang

it remain as shown on the Master Plan. What was the

for permitting that to Remain?

A This is probably the most unique piece of land in

Bedminster Township* It is totally isolated from everything

else in Bedminster*

It adjoins land which is zoned for research and

development or whatever they call it, research and something
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or other, in Bridgewater.

It ift surrounded by highways on three out of four sides

and the most appropriate use for it seemed to be that which

is permitted in Bridgewatero

Q It fronts on Route 206-202, does it not?

A Yes.

Q Is there a traffic problem going to be created by

having a research facility on Route 206-202?

A There might possibly be a minor traffic problem. This i

not a very large piece of land*

Q How big is it? A I think it's

I!m guessing.

Q You think it is thirty acres. A I think

it!s thirty acres.

Q You don't believe that with just thirty acres there

would be any traffic problem? A I think there are

other more compelling reasons. There were more compelling

reasons for our decision on that, that because of the actior

of tĥ e state in creating the highways there and placing the

|ray^ltt^ did the unique piece of land, the position of this

fand, that its use for what I would consider mo.re desirable

purposes is rather limited so far as Bedminster is concernec

Q You mean proximity to the highways makes it

undesirable for anything other than research?

A It makes it undesirable for dwelling usage.

» >sk
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Q Why? A Because of the relatively small

size of ito Traffic would be very, very close on three

highways^ 287, 78 and 202-206.

Q Can you say the same thing with plaintiff's property

in that it fronts on 206 and 202 and looks out upon approxi-

mately 100 yards away of 287? A I don't know where

it is that you are referring to.

Q The front of plaintiff's property immediately in

front of the transportation facility, the Sunoco filling

station and the tavern. Isn't that similar?

A No, it is not. . * <V ,. *

Q Why not? A Well, first of all, it if on"'*

Route 202-206.

Q So is the other property. A Correct.

Q What is the difference? A It has a much mores

desirable location for a residence. There are residences

there adjacent to your property and on your property.

Your property is an integral part of Bedminster and of

Fludlf̂ lii which this property is that you question me about.

'''Twfffifa. unique piece. It is totally isolated by an

embankment. You can't see into Bedminster from the piece of

property that you are questioning me about,

Q Are you aware that people with good judgment have

said that our particular property is unique and not

of the Pluckemin area? A No, I am not.
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Q You are not aware of that. A No. It is not

Q That could be treated differently because it is

really not part of the historical Pluckemin. Are you aware

of that? A No, sir.

Q Do you agree with that? A No, sir.

Q So that the only difference in the property is that

the plaintiff's property is more desirable for dwellings

because of the dwelling in the immediate vicinity as contrastec

to the area which you have designated as research type.

MR. ENGLISH: I object to the question. It

does not adequately sum up all the factff whieh the

witness has given*, - - "* <*»

Q Are there any other facts other than proximity to

traffic and the fact that plaintiff's property has some

residences abutting it? A Which property do you want

me to address myself to? The one south of 78. Is that what

we are talking about?

Q Yes. Are there any other differences between

plaintiff!s property and that property?

A Well* one very significant difference is the great historic

significance of your property*

Q What is that? A We talked about this the

last time that I was here. This is the presence, I am told,

of a very historical location on your property,,

i Q You say "I am told." Have you ever seen anything or
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the property?
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A I have seen markers put up by the

state Mghway department calling attention to the house that

you people own in the -- the Dorman House I would call it,

Q There is one marker in front of the house on the

highway, is there not? A The one marker that is ther

the one marker is right at the corner of Washington Valley

Road and 202-206 calling attention to the presence there of

Washington's army as it returned from Princeton.

^ Do you know of anything on the site which you have

ever seen which would depict any historical significance?

A Other than the state department marker? \:4"*gj$gw/.•'•<,,"•„

Q Yes. A I have been told that

Q Do you know of any? A I have never seen it.

Q You are aware that the plaintiff in its request to

you indicated that it would move and maintain the Dorman Hou^e,

are you not? A Yes.

Q So that it should be preserved and should not be

destroyed. A Whether moving it is. preserving it, I

don't know*

Q , You know of the plaintiff's request and offer that

it be done, do you? A Whether that constitutes

preservation of the Dorman House and its significance is up

to you.

Q Do you know that it is the intention of the plainti

not to destroy the house? A So I have been told. I
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think that was in one of your letters,

'# Do you know if the township or any of the historica:.

groups tjave availed themselves of that, if you know?

A I don!t know.

Q With respect to item 2 of the proposed amendments,

you say in the Pluckemin area a small remnant of R-5 northeast

of the interchange of 1-78 and I-287 should be made R-l to

be consistent with the adjacent property*

A Yes,

Q Are you talking there about the property

been purchased by ATT long lines? A No,

Q What are you talking about? A I wbuT&'Have

to show you this on a copy of the Master Plan,

Q This is the area behind the church,

A Yes, that is it there,

MR, BOWLBY: On the zoning map,

MR, LANIGAN: Mr, Gavin has explained where

that is with reference to the map.

What was the reason for the planning board in

the designation of research type from the property

immediately north of 287 which has been purchased by ATT

long lines? A Well, as I answered you the last time

that I was here, there were several reasons, one of which

was the feeling of the planning board that the residents of

Bedminster did not desire large developments for research anft
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development purposes in the township,

Q "Is that your opinion, too? A Yes, that is

mine, The other answer that I believe that I gave you was

that this location is probably one of the most beautiful and

most ideal for the purpose that it is now shown on the zoning

map* five acre residence.

It does adjoin the ten acre resident zone of the Borough

of Far Hills, For those reasons it seemed that it would be

desirable to remove that from the Master Plan as R-& D,:

research and development.

Q In considering the revisions to the Master

the planning board consider the zoning in the ^ S

municipalities? A I feel that it did consider this

particular piece that you just mentioned, this Schley-Basseti

piece, if we can call it that, the fact that it did adjoin

the ten acre residential zone in Far Hill's.

Q With respect to any of the other revisions, did it

consider the other zones in the other municipalities?

A I. don't think it was significant. No, no.

Q Did you give any consideration to the housing needs

of the area in the revision to this Master Plan?

A I donrt know what you mean by the housing needs of the

area,

Q Letfs back up again then. Does the area have

adequate housing for all types of people to your knowledge?
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MR. BOWLBY: Would you define what you mean

"area" for my benefit.

Q Let's take the area as defined by the township

planner, Somerset County, first of all. That is one definition

of it.

Does it have adequate housing for all types of people?

A I don't know.

Q You don't know* A Noa

Q How about the area north up to Route 24, do you kno*

whether that has? A I don't know.

Q Did the planning board consider other zc&i|*fc>'a» to

office-research in the area? A Addition?

research in the area?

Q Yes. A It did not consider adding any resear

and development to the Master Plan, no, sir,

Q With specific reference to plaintiff's property, did

it consider plaintiff's request for anything to do with

plaintiff's land with respect to the revision to the Master

Elan? A I think we are at this point -- last July whê i
4 S t

£ w,aa tiding to explain to you, obviously not to your satis-

faction at our public meeting, that we were too far along in

our suggested revisions to include your presentation if it

had been complete, which it was not, in those suggested

revisions,

Q How long had you been considering the revisions, two

ch
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Approximately a year and a half.

Q. In your memo of June l4th you speak of them being

placed on the agenda in January of 1971• A Yes.

Q Is that the first time you started to consider themp

A No.

Q When prior to that? A I canrt tell you

exactly, Mr. Lanigan. I can only tell you that it had been

started under the previous chairman, Mr. Nelson Slater, and

my recollection of it is that Mr. Slater had to resign from

the planning board in June of July of 1970.

I was appointed chairman on July 27, 1970. j§

that time there had been meetings under;the

Slater about updating the Master Plan*

Q Were these substantial revisions in the Master Plan

revision? A The ones that you have seen and noted

here, yes.

Q You characterize them as what, substantial or quite

simple? A I would not clasify them. I don't know.

% £ ^ ; ^ I ^ Which are they? A I don?t know.

v s&ftf^Are they complicated or what? A They were

;:.. f&M-1 •

serious.

Q They were quite simple, weren't they?

A No, they were not.

Q Would you like to read your report sfa& which you

say they are quite simple? The second paragraph, would you
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read thato A

quite simple.

101

At that point in June 1971 they were

Q .The revisions were quite simple. They could be

covered briefly in words. A Right.

Q So they were not really complicated.

A They had been up to that time. What you see is the

culling of what had happened over a period of a year and a

half.

Q You could not consider the Johns Manville requests

because they were complicated. A Tremendously and

inc ompl e t e. _ %* 'Jpt *]»*!

Q Going to the Answer, Mr. Gavin, I reteT*-&Bktfc -**

specifically to the Sixth Defense to all Counts oil page 8,

paragraph 4« A Yes.

Q Do you know particularly what national resources

there are to be conserved with respect to plaintiff's

property? A One of the natural resources that

certainly would be affected if your development proposal

frere approved, the greatest natural resource that we have,

the Raritan River.

Q How would that be affected? A Well, we

believe that if the zoning in Bedminster were significantly

reduced, the requirements were significantly reduced, it

would protsably mean that the land could not absorb the

effluent from large numbers of houses on small lots.
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Q Do you have a study to this effect?

A I don't have one in my possession.

Q Was one ever made that you know of?

A A study to prove what?

Q What you just said. A How much effluent one

acre can take?

Q You have just given us a reason and made some

statement that it could not take the effluent. Is there suclb

a study? That is what I am asking you.

A We have been advised by our planner, Mr. Agle* We have

discussed this with the county planning board

to be agreement that a five acre lot can provided

resource and accept the effluent from the house that would

be necessary.

Q Why have you zoned it one acre on a portion of the

plaintiff's property.then? A I think that that is

probably a carry-over from what existed prior to the Master

Plan.

^he land adjacent to your property, the problems that

they wer$ having, houses on small lots do create sewage

problem!'.

Q Supposing there is no problem about septic systems

or anything and the sewers are in and the sewage is taken

care of, is there any objection then? A Except that

is not the fact. Those are not the facts as they exist.
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Q Supposing they were, would your answer be the same,

that is,^if the sewage and effluent was taken care of, would

your answer be the same that there is a problem?

A What sort of problem?

Q You stated there is a problem with sewers and

effluent on less than five acre lots.

You are saying if there isn't any percolation problem,

no septic system problem, if there are sewers there would

be no problem* A It should not be a sewer problem

if you have sewers.

Q So that could not be an objection if

sewers on the tract. A Correct. ' ,-* -j^K'

Q With respect to water, if the w&ter is adequately

disposed of, is that a problem, that is, surface water?

A Well, again we are getting back to your generalities.

I. don't know what you mean by. adequately disposed of.

What do you mean by adequately disposed of, the water

that will be on the roof, the water that will remain on the

building that you have there and the water that will remain

. -q&ijfcta, parking area that you have? You have never told us

ftotf ySx ~are going to dispose of it.

Q Let's assume that there could be some disposal of

this water. A Tell us what it iso

Q Well, let's assume that there could be for the

momento If that were taken care of, what other objections
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MR. BOWLBY: To what?

MR. LANIGAN: To the utilization of the

plaintiff's tract with respect to the conservation

of natural resources, which is my question.

A Irm lost now. I don!t know what your question is.

Q We started out, Mr. Gavin, I asked you what

conservation of natural resources with specific reference

to plaintifffs property existed. You said, well, there is

a problem on sewers.

MR. ENGLISH: He made reference

Raritan River as our greatest natural

Q I assumed that was not relevant or it just was not

responsive to my question, so I asked you another question

about effluent and you finally said that if there were

sewers, that isn!t a problem.

Now I am asking if there is adequate drainage. Is there

a problem in disposing of surface water?

instilling there is adequate drainage, whatever that means,

is the^C; any problem? A Since I donft know what

adequate drainage means for a building of 900,000 square fee|t

I cannot answer that.

Q What are the other problems that you see?

A They are not all problems.

Q What else? A We are talking about the
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:M••.'. :.*;%!-.l'""'.̂ niat other natural resources are there that we are

about? A The other natural resource is the

almost, the totally unique mountain that you have there whicjn

is one of the few remaining promontories left in the state

that are not destroyed or ruined.

Q It is a fine view, is it not?

A Exceptional.

Q It could well be utilized as a view for residential

dwellings, perhaps for multi-family dwellings? ^

A That is not what you proposed. * 'f |p*-f r

Q But it is. A Not for multi-family dwellings

* Town houses. Plaintiff has proposed promontory

residential uses, have they not? A For a very, very

small number of people, yes, a very small number of families

Q Fifty homes in one area and approximately two hundi

17 || fifty in the other, A I donft believe that the

18 two hundred-fifty would have any access to the view other

| than lodking over somebody else !s property.

Others have considered that there is a view up thei

21

22 !i

haven!t they, in recommendations to you?

A I think it is an accepted fact it is a beautiful view.
I;

23 j' Q Hasn't it been established to you at least that

24 ji is an exceptional place for residential dwellings?

25 j A I am not aware of that, no.

ed-
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Q, With respect to the conservation of natural resourc

are tî lspf any others other than the view and the two that

mentioned before? A Well, you didn't seem to

think that the Raritan River was of any great consequence.

Q Perhaps you can tell me how the Raritan River is

affected by plaintiff's property.

MR, ENGLISH: May I object to the question

because paragraph 4 in the Sixth Defense to the _>

Answer is not limited to the plaintifffs property.

A clear reading indicates that

is directed to the charge in the complal̂ it iK

five acre zoning anywhere in Bedminster Township is

illegal per se.

I object to counsel trying to distort the

plain meaning of the answer in order to interrogate

the witness.

Q Is there any special problem with respect to

plaintiff's property and the Raritan River that you know of?

pC'ifl̂v:::'::'; MR* ENGLISH: I object to that question becadse

^^V"A>'//> paragraph 4 of the Sixth Defense is not talking jus[t

about the plaintiff's property.

MR* LANIGAN: The plaintiff's property is

in the township.

MRO ENGLISH; The township is a lot bigger

and the attack which plaintiff has seen to make on
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the ordinance to declare it illegal five acre

. ^minimum lot zoning anywhere in the township, that

v?. !"'f Is the charge which you, Mr. Lanigan, have seen fit

to lay before the court and I think that if you are

interested in fairly interrogating this witness,

your question ought to be directed to that issue

which you have injected and not arbitrarily limited

to a different issue than which is in the Sixth

Defense.

MR. LANIGAN: Referring counsel

Count in which I incorporate by Answer

to all the counts, I have complained in the Third

Count with specific reference to plaintiff's propeijty

about that defense.

Q With respect to our property which is in the township

and you have said that the Raritan River could be a problem,

is the le any problem with respect to plaintiff's property?

A The use that the plaintiff, that you people wish to make

• or ttkiŝ jiroperty could, among many, many other things, cause

pro&le&f^with what I think is one of our greatest natural

resources, the Raritan River. That is only one of the many

things it would do.

Q How? A How?

Q Yes. A The uncontrolled infusion of large

numbers of people in a very, very short time in a community
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which is totally unprepared to receive them could affect

everything, not only the Raritan River, but the sewage which

is already bad there, traffic which would be intolerable.

Generally this plan that you have proposed, to me it is

a monument to greed and underachievement.

Q Similar to the ATT plan. A I havenft seen

any plan of the ATT* The ATT has never made any approach

to the planning board.

Q You donTt have any knowledge whether it is similar

or not. A I have no knowledge of it at a

Q With respect to the sound ecological

referred to in Paragraph 4, do you know what

systems are? A Well, ecology is what, the science

of relationship of organisms to their environment, is that

right?

To my recollection, there seems to be a satisfactory

balance in most parts of Bedminster Township today between

the environment and the various ecological systemso

\ "̂  Q, < ', Which are what? What are those systems?

h X «a& not equipped to discuss ecological systems.

Q You don't know what they are.

A I can tell you what ecology is I think. I hope I

answered that for you.

Q My question is, what are ecological systems? If

you don't know, say so. A The relation between
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What are these ecological systems that you have

reference to? A The relationship, for example, of

the river to its banks, the relationship of roads to the

land, the relationship of the surface to the land and the

relationship of the surface to the ground, the relationship

of the ground to the river. These are systems which seem

to be in balance.

Q Going to the Eighth Defense, Mr. Gavin, paragraph

2 speaks of quality of the regional environment.

A Yes.

the regional environment? A Well, may I read the

whole thing?

Q Surely. A What it refers to in my judgment

is that the open spaces which exist in the majority of the

area in Bedminster and around us are desirable.

Q The plaintiff has offered a relatively large

of the property in open space, over half, is that

A Over half of the property in Bedminster,

yes.

Q Can you as a planning board member be concerned

property being offered somewhere else? A No. I want

to make sure I understand your question.

Q So that the plaintiff, can you conclude, has
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exhibited some intention to comply with your theory of

preserving open space? A I think you, just as we di

recognize that a considerable amount of the land that you

purchased is unuseable. We had it £or green acres, open

space and you have indicated similar future use.

Q With respect to the Ninth Defense, paragraph 2, it

speaks of social interests described in paragraph 2 of the

Seventh Defense and paragraph 2 of the Eighth Defense.

Would you look at both of those paragraphs and tell me

what those social interests are. A Do you wanjj me t

address myself to the Seventh Defense to all

2?

Q What are those social interests, if you know?

A What we are saying is that the social interests that ar

mentioned in paragraph 2 can be vindicated by upholding the

provisions of our zoning ordinance.

Q What are those social interests?

A The general welfare of the community.

Q • What is the general welfare? A Keeping it

the way it is5 the desirability of the community and its

acceptability for the use which most people feel it is

ideally suited for.

Q Keeping it just the way it is.

A No.

Q How would you change it then?
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A Keeping it just the way it is to me means some sort of

a atatii^eondition which we all know is not possible.

.",: 0-WiS* eentemplate that Bedminster is going to grow. It is

zoned for an orderly growth.

Q Where? A Throughout the township.

Q So that you feel existing zoning will permit orderl|y

growth. A Yes, sir.

Q Do you make any provision in there for multi-family

dwellings? A No, sir.

Q Why not? A We don!t believe that tfcXs area.

so far from centers of population, is the place

family use would be in demand or desirable. ••*,«-*»-.»."*•

Q Are you aware that there is a demand in the Somers

Hills area for multi-family use? A No, sir. We

are in the Somerset Hills area and we have an indication of

absolutely no demand for multi-family use.

Q Where did you get that indication?

A I say that we have absolutely no demand for it. I canfi

"pljft^^Kwhere I got it from. It doesn!t exist.

•̂ •'•••'•....̂ Ŵ̂ You have had no demand. A I have had no

demand.

Q Do you have any obligation to provide for young

couples or retirement couples? A I donft know wheth

that is the problem of the Planning Board to provide a

totally and completely balanced community. You are thinkini
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of only two. How about the unmarried people and the divorce|d

people tftto may have entirely different requirements?

Q /Let!s include them, too. A No, we have not

attempted to provide housing for every type of demand that

might possibly exist.

Q Has there been any consideration of multi-family

use at all by the Planning Board to your knowledge?

A Yes, it has been discussed.

Q What started the discussion? A I couldn't

tell you, Mr. Lanigan. This is something that I have heard

it discussed over a period of years.

Q You had recommendations for multi-fami:

A No, sir. From the public you mean?

Q No. You have said that you hatte'.ik&d no demand. I

meant from anyone else, professionally or otherwise.

A Not that I remember.

MR* LANIGAN: I have no other questions.

MR. ENGLISH: I have no questions.

;'̂ H .„. -'- MR. BOWLBY: No questions.
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